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MEASURE-VALUED BRANCHING DIFFUSIONS 
WITH SINGULAR INTERACTIONS 

STEVEN N. EVANS AND EDWIN A. PERKINS 

ABSTRACT. The usual super-Brownian motion is a measure-valued process that 
arises as a high density limit of a system of branching Brownian particles in which 
the branching mechanism is critical. In this work we consider analogous processes that 
model the evolution of a system of two such populations in which there is inter-species 
competition or prédation. 

We first consider a competition model in which inter-species collisions may result in 
casualties on both sides. Using a Girsanov approach, we obtain existence and unique
ness of the appropriate martingale problem in one dimension. In two and three dimen
sions we establish existence only. However, we do show that, in three dimensions, any 
solution will not be absolutely continuous with respect to the law of two independent 
super-Brownian motions. Although the supports of two independent super-Brownian 
motions collide in dimensions four and five, we show that there is no solution to the 
martingale problem in these cases. 

We next study a prédation model in which collisions only affect the "prey" species. 
Here we can show both existence and uniqueness in one, two and three dimensions. 
Again, there is no solution in four and five dimensions. As a tool for proving uniqueness, 
we obtain a representation of martingales for a super-process as stochastic integrals with 
respect to the related orthogonal martingale measure. 

We also obtain existence and uniqueness for a related single population model in 
one dimension in which particles are killed at a rate proportional to the local density. 
This model appears as a limit of a rescaled contact process as the range of interaction 
goes to infinity. 

0. Introduction. Critical branching measure-valued diffusions or superprocesses 
arise as limits of branching particle system undergoing random migration and critical (or 
near critical) reproduction. These processes give a rich class of solutions to higher di
mensional non-linear stochastic p.d.e.'s. Their qualitative and limiting behaviour is fairly 
well understood (e.g. Dawson-Perkins (1991)), and their potential theory is linked with 
the behaviour of solutions to a (deterministic) non-linear p.d.e. (e.g. Dynkin (1992a), Le 
Gall (1993)). A precise mathematical treatment is made possible by the fundamental in
dependence of the branching particles. In modelling populations or genotype frequencies 
it is natural to introduce interactions between the branching particles. These interactions 
invalidate almost all of the mathematical tools used in the study of superprocesses (and 
their close cousins). One major exception is the Girsanov theorem of Dawson (1978) 
which allows one to handle certain interactions in the immigration or emigration terms, 
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which corresponds to 0-th order terms in the Markov generator governing the migration. 
In Section 2 we derive a version of Dawson's result which is particularly well-suited 
to our needs (Theorems 2.3 and 2.5). Recently in Perkins (1993) interactions have been 
incorporated in the migration mechanism by means of a new type of strong equation. Nei
ther of these two approaches is applicable in general to the most natural kind of "point 
interactions" in which an interaction only occurs if particles collide. 

In this work we initiate a study of what should be the easiest case: point interac
tions in the immigration/emigration term. Consider two independent super-Brownian 
motions (i.e., the spatial migrations are governed by Brownian motions in Rd). Now 
view these two populations as competing species so that inter-species "collisions" may 
result in casualties on either side. More precisely when different species come within 
an infinitesimal distance of each other, there is an infinitésimal probability that either of 
the colliding individuals is killed. In Section 3 we formulate a measure-valued martin
gale problem (M\L) for this model. The Girsanov theorem mentioned above is used to 
prove existence of solutions in dimensions three or less by means of a limiting argument 
(Theorem 3.6). In one dimension the Girsanov theorem applies directly to show there is 
a unique solution to (M\L). This solution is absolutely continuous (in law) with respect 
to a pair of independent super-Brownian motions (Theorem 3.9). The same approach is 
also used to prove existence and uniqueness in a martingale problem for a branching 
measure-valued diffusion (again in one spatial dimension) in which particles are killed 
at a rate proportional to the local density (Theorem 3.10). This model was conjectured 
by Rick Durrett, and shown in Mueller and Tribe (1993), to be the limit of a rescaled 
contact process as the interaction range goes to infinity. We also show that in 3 dimen
sions, solutions to (M\L) will be singular (in law) with respect to a pair of independent 
super-Brownian motions and so the Girsanov theorem cannot be used to prove unique
ness in law (see Theorem 3.11.) Hence the fundamental question of uniqueness in law to 
(M\L) in dimensions 2 or 3 remains unresolved (see Conjecture 3.7). 

Obviously non-trivial solutions to (M\L) can only exist if inter-species collisions do 
occur. Two independent super-Brownian motions collide if and only if d < 6 (see The
orem 3.6 and Proposition 5.11 of Barlow-Evans-Perkins (1991), hereafter abbreviated 
as [BEP]). Our interacting processes can be dominated by a pair of independent super-
Brownian motions (see Theorem 2.1) and therefore non-trivial solutions to (M\L) can 
only be expected if d < 5. In fact in Section 5 we show that solutions can only exist if 
d <3 (Theorem 5.3), and therefore our existence result is sharp. 

In Section 4 we study an easier kind of singular "interaction". When an inter-species 
"collision" occurs there is an infinitesimal probability of the type-1 particle being killed 
but the type-2 particle is not affected by the encounter. Hence this is not really an inter
active model but rather a super-Brownian motion run in a random and unfriendly envi
ronment of a second super-Brownian motion. We formulate a martingale problem (M\L) 
for this pair of processes and, for dimensions 3 or less, establish existence, uniqueness 
and the Markov property of the solution (Theorem 4.9, Corollary 4.12). Again solutions 
will not exist for d > 3 (Theorem 5.3). The first step in this construction is to show 
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that a super-Brownian in Rd(d < 3) is sufficiently regular to be the Revuz measure of a 
time-inhomogeneous continuous additive functional (CAF) of a Brownian motion (The
orem 4.1, Proposition 4.7(a)). Kill Brownian motion according to this random CAF to 
construct a nice Markov process Bk, with a random law. The law of the unique solu
tion to (M\L) may be described as follows: The second population is a super-Brownian 
motion, and the conditional law of the first population given the second is that of the 
5^-superprocess where the second population provides the Revuz measure used in the 
construction of Bk (see (4.18) in Theorem 4.9). 

Our original motivation for studying this simple model was the hope that an iterative 
procedure in which one successively reverses the roles of the two populations would 
shed some light on the uniqueness question for the truly interactive model studied in 
Section 3. The fact that such a program can be carried out in a related model in which 
collisions reduce the masses of the colliding particles (Barlow-Perkins (1993)) suggests 
that this may still be feasible. The simple model considered here seems to present some 
non-trivial problems of its own. Some delicate path properties of super-Brownian motion 
(Proposition 4.7) are needed to carry out the construction of the random CAF in the 
above. In addition, a representation of super-Brownian martingales as stochastic integrals 
with respect to the associated orthogonal martingale measure plays a critical role in the 
uniqueness proof. This result, which holds for a broad class of superprocesses and is of 
independent interest, is presented in Section 1 (see Theorem 1.2). 

We now gather together some notation which will be used throughout this article. 

NOTATION. If E is a Polish space £ or $(£) denotes its Borel a-field. Let MF{E) (re
spectively M\(E)) denote the space of finite (respectively, probability) measures 
on (£, £), equipped with the topology of weak convergence. Let £1 = QE = 
C([0, oo), Mf(E)^j denote the space of continuous MF(E)- valued paths with the compact-
open topology and let 7 — 7E denote its Borel cr-field. Let (^),>o denote the canonical 
right continuous filtration on (Q, Jr). Put 0t: Q —> £2, t > 0, for the usual shift maps, and, 
unless otherwise indicated, Xt(uj) = uj(t) will denote the coordinate variables on £1. Let 
fP(i7>) denote the cr-field of (^-predictable sets in [0, oo) x Q. 

Write Cb(E) for the Banach space of bounded continuous real-valued functions on E. 
If E is locally compact, Q(£) (respectively, Co(F)) is the subspace of functions which 
have a finite limit at infinity (respectively, approach zero at infinity). Write bT, for the set 
of bounded 'E-measurable real-valued functions. Set (b<E)+ (respectively, C|(£), CJ(£)) 
to be the cone of non-negative functions in bT, (respectively, C?(£), Cb(E)). Finally, 

C2^(Rd) = {</>£ C[(Rd) : (/> has continuous first and second partial deriva
tives, A</> G Ct(R

d)}. 

Write ii(f) for Jfdfi. 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT. This work grew out of some stimulating discussions with 
John Walsh. Section 5 is joint work with Martin Barlow whom we thank for allowing 
us to include it here. Roger Tribe pointed out a significant error in an earlier version of 
Section 2. 
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1. The predictable representation property. We begin by recalling the martin
gale characterization of a class of superprocesses from Fitzsimmons (1988, 1992). Let 
Y = (Z), D, rDt+, 0t, Yt, Py) be the canonical realization of a Hunt process (quasi-left con
tinuous, Borel right process) on a Polish state space E. Here, (D is the Borel <j-field of 
D, the space of càdlàg ^-valued paths, Yt(y) — y(t), y G D, and 2), = a(Ys : s < t). Let 
B denote the class of finely continuous functions in /?*£ and write Ua for the a-resolvent 
of Y. The domain of the weak infinitesimal generator, G, of Y is D(G) = Ua(B) C B 
(independent of a > 0) and for/ G B, 

G(Ulf)=U]f-feB. 

It follows from Fitzsimmons (1988, Theorem 4.1) and (1992, Theorem 1.5) that for each 
m G Mf(E), there is a unique probability Pm on Q = (QE, 7) that solves the following 
martingale problem (which we label as (Mm)): 

Xo — m, Pw-a.s., 

Xt(<j>) = X0(<t>) + Zt(<t>) + £ Xs{G(j>) ds, 

\/t > 0, Pm - a.s., V</> G D(G); where Zt((j)) is an a.s. continuous (.^-martingale such that 

(Z(<i>))t = £xs(<l>2)ds9 

yt > 0, Pm-a.s. The probability Pm is usually called the law of the (7,-A2 /2)-
superprocesses starting at m. As we will restrict ourselves to finite variance branching 
mechanisms scaled as above we simply call Pm the law of the F-superprocess starting at 
m. If y is a Feller process with a locally compact state space, the above result holds with G 
the strong infinitesimal generator of Y on its domain D(G) C Q(£) (Ethier-Kurtz (1986, 
p. 404)). When G is the generator of Brownian motion on Rd (we write G = A/2), Pm is 
the law of super-Brownian motion. 

The set D(G) is bounded-pointwise dense in frE, and so Zt extends trivially to an 
orthogonal martingale measure {Zt(<j)) : </> G /?*£, t > 0}. Recall that (P denotes the 
predictable cr-field for the filtration (^ ) . As in Walsh (1986, Chapter 2) (and by a trivial 
localization argument), we may define Zt{<f)) — JoJ(j)(s,u,x)dZ(s,x) for any î P x S 
measurable function <j>: [0, oo) x £1 x E —• R such that 

J f(f)(s,u;,x)2Xs(dx)ds < oo, \/t > 0, Pm-a.s. 

We denote the above class of integrands by l^oc(X, Pm) and write <j> G L2(X, Pm) (respec
tively, L^(X, Pm)) if, in addition, 

Pm(/ /4>{s,u,xfXs(dx)ds) < oo, Vt > 0, 

(respectively, 

Pm ( /°° / Ms, LJ, x)2Xs(dx) ds) < oo. ) 
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For </> G L2
oc(X, Pm) (respectively, L2(X, Pm)) Z,(</>) is a continuous local martingale (re

spectively, square integrable martingale) such that (Z(</>)), = Jo J «K5» w,x)2Xs(dx) ds. 
We now prove the predictable representation property for X under Pm. Recall that K 

is a Hunt process with a Polish state space and X = (£2, !f, J-t,Xt, Pm) is the canonical 
realization of the y-superprocess. 

THEOREM 1.1. IfVe L2(Q J, Pm), there is anf in L^(X, Pm) such that 

roo r 

V = Pm(V) + y f(s,u,x)dZ(s,x\ Vm-a.s. 

In particular, every square integrable (^-martingale, Mt, under Pm may be written as 
Mt = Pm(M0) + f ff(s, u, x) dZ(s,x), Vt > 0, ¥m-a.s. 

for some f GL2(X,Pm). 

PROOF. It suffices to prove the second assertion. 
As the martingale problem (Mm) is well-posed, we see from Theorem 2 and Proposi

tion 2 of Jacod ( 1977) that for each n e N there exist a finite set of functions 4>l
n,..., ^{n) 

G D(G) and a finite set of IP-measurable processes h{
n,..., h^n) such that 

Ms,u,x) -Y.K^^Wnix) G L2(X,Pm) 
i 

and 
Mt = Pm(M0)+ lim f [fn(s,oj,x)dZ(s,x) 

n—>oo JO J 

in L2((Q, ^F, Pm) for each t > 0. Hence for each t > 0 we have that 

lim ?Jf [\fn(s,Lj,x)-Ms,ij,x)]2Xs(dx)ds) 
n,n'—>oo \J0 •' J 

= lim pjlf [f„(s,LU,x)dZ(s,x)- [' [fAs,w,x)dZ(s,x)\ ) = 0. 

Thus there exists/ G L2(X, Pm) such that for each t > 0 

Hin Pm ( [ j£ //„(*, w. x) dZ(j, x) - fo J f(s, UJ, x) dZ(s, *)] *) 

= lim Pm(f f\f„(s,u),x) -f(s,uj,x)]2Xs(dx)ds) = 0 

as required. • 

REMARK 1.2. (a) The above representation is reminiscent of the multiple stochastic 
integrals of Dynkin ( 1988). In fact the integrals are quite different. Dynkin was motivated 
by different questions and his multiple integrals were not martingales in the upper limit 
of integration. 

(b) An analogous representation theorem for martingales with respect to the excur
sion fields of a one-dimensional Brownian motion is given in Rogers-Walsh ( 1991 ). The 
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martingales there are represented as stochastic integrals with respect to the local time 
sheet. Le Gall (1991, 1993) has shown there is a close connection between the branch
ing structure of X and the excursions of one-dimensional Brownian motion. It would be 
interesting if one could derive Theorem 1.1 from Theorem 2.1 of Rogers-Walsh (1991). 
In fact the above result seems to be the simpler one, so perhaps the converse question 
would be more natural. 

2. On Dawson's Girsanov theorem. We consider a bivariate version of the Gir-
sanov theorem of Dawson (1978). The key ideas may be found in Dawson (1978) but we 
derive a result which is well-suited for our needs and may be used to verify the hypothesis 
of Theorem 5.1 of Dawson (1978). 

Let £/ be a Hunt process with Polish state space £/, a-resolvent Uf, and weak in
finitesimal generator G/ for / = 1,2 (see the previous section). Let rar G Mf(Eï), and let 
¥m. denote the law of the £/-superprocess on (Q/, 7i) — (Q^., 7E^-

DEFINITION. We say that a pair of a.s.-continuous (jF/)-adapted MF(Rd)-va\ued pro
cesses (X\X2) on some filtered space (Q', 7\ 7/, P') satisfies (Mmum2) if 

*;((/>) = mM) + z;(</>) + £ xi(Gl(t>) ds - A%<t>) 

Vf > 0, P'-a.s, V(/> G D(Gi), i = 1,2; where the Z}(<£) are continuous (^-martingales 
such that ZQ(</>) = 0 a.s. and 

{Z\<t>i\Z\<i>J))t = dtj j^i^ds 

\/t > 0, P'-a.s., Vfa G D(Gi), \/<j)j G D(Gj), and the Aj are (a.s.) non-decreasing, continu
ous, (^F/)-adapted, MF(Ei)-valued processes starting at zero. 

If (X\X2) satisfies (Mmut7l2) with A1 = A2 = 0 then X1 has law ¥mi (see (Mm)) and 
Theorem 1.1 shows X1 and X2 are independent. (This could also be derived directly as 
for (Mm).) We call Xx and X2 independent £i- and ^2-superprocesses with respect to (7/) 
in this case. 

The next result was proved in [BEP, Theorem 5.1] for E\ = Ei = ^d and G\ = G2 = 
A/2. The proof extends with only notational changes to the present setting as well as to 
the case when £/ are Feller processes with strong infinitesimal generators G/. 

THEOREM 2.1. Let (X1, X2) satisfy (Mmumi ) on some (Q7, 7', 71, P') and let 

(Q, J, 7d = (fl' x «, x n2 ,7'xftx 7i, 7! x 7' x 7h 

Let 7T.Q —> £1' be the projection map. There is a probability P on (Q., 7) and Mf(Ef)-
valued processes Yl, Y2 on (Q, 7, P) such that: 

(a) IfW G b7' then P(WOTT\7) = P'(W\7/) ° TT, P-a.s. 
(&) F1 ««J F2 are independent £1- am/ ^-superprocesses with respect to (7t) and 

Yl
0 = mh P-a.s., i= 1,2,. 

(c) x\ o 7T < j * , Vr > 0, p-a.5., ; = 1,2. 
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(d) IfZf(4>) is the martingale part ofTJ((/>) for <j> G D(G;) then 

<Zr'(</>,), Z;(</>,) o TT), = 6ij j^Xl
s o n(tf)ds 

Vr > 0, P-a.s., V</>/ G D(G/), \ % G D(G7-). 

REMARK 2.2. (a) The probability P is constructed as follows. If (a/, uj\ , 0J2) denotes 
a point in Q, the a/ marginal is P' and conditional on J, (uj\,ui) are independent £1-
and ^2-superprocesses, respectively with zero initial conditions and time-inhomogeneous 
immigration given by [Ax(dt,dx)(uj'),A2(dt,dx)(uj')\ (see Dynkin 1993, Theorem 3.1, 
4.1 ). The process Yl is given by yj(a/', UJ\ , CJ2) = XJ((x/) + ^/(O-

(b) Part (a) of the theorem implies ( ( X ' ^ A 1 ^ 2 ) , J / ,P ' ) and ( ( X 1 , * 2 ^ 1 ^ 2 ) o TT, 
7̂>, P) have the same adapted distribution in the sense of Hoover-Keisler (1984). This 

means that all the random variables obtained from (X,A) = (X1 ,X2,Al ,A2) by the op
erations of composition with bounded continuous functions and conditional expectation 
with respect to (fi/) have the same law under P' as the corresponding random variables 
obtained from (X,A)o7r and (fit) under P. In particular (X, A) and (X,A)o7r have the same 
law on their respective spaces and (X, A) o TT will also satisfy (Mmi>w,) on (£1, fi, fit, P). 
In the future we may, and shall, study (X,A) through its clone (X,A) o TT on (Q, fi9P) 
and hence will simply assert the existence of a dominating pair of independent superpro-
cesses(r ' ,r2) . 

For the rest of this section we work on the product space (Ù2, fi2) = (£l\ x Q2, fix x 
fii) with its canonical right-continuous filtration (fi2), shift operators 9j, t > 0, and 
coordinate variables X ' ^ c ^ X O = u>i(i),X(t) = (Xx(t),X2(t)). 

DEFINITION. If m/ G MF(Ei) and g,-: [0, oo)xQ2x £,- —> IR is ^P(̂ >2) x ^-measurable 
for / = 1,2, we say that a probability P on (Q2, fi2) solves the martingale problem 

( A W if 

X0 = nit, P-a.s., 

f I Ig^s, LU,x)(j)(x)\Xl(dx)ds < 00 

and 
X)(<f>) = Xf)((/>)+Z^((/))+£x;(G/(/>)^+ fo fgl(s,uj,x)^(x)Xl

s(dx)ds 

\/t > 0, P-a.s., V</> G D(G(), i— 1,2; where Zl
t
,8i((j)) is an a.s. continuous (^Fr

2)-martingale 
under P such that 

(Z^'((/>,), Z ^ ((/>,)), = 6jj£ )Cs(tf) ds 

Vf > 0, P-a.s., V0/ G D(G,), y<t>j G D(G7). 
For such a P, Z'^' extends to an orthogonal martingale measure and, as for ordinary 

superprocesses, one may define j^ j (t>(s,uj,x)dZl'gi(s,x) for (P(fit
2) x ^-measurable <\> 

satisfying 

/(</>)(0 = f J(j)(s,x, uj)2Xl
s(dx) ds < 00, Vf > 0, P-a.s. 
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This stochastic integral is a continuous (^2)-local martingale under P with square func

tion I((j))(t). 

For (j) G D(Gi) we will use (Mgug2) to define Z\,g'((j))(uj) on {(/, uj) : 

Jo J \gi(s, uj,x)(j){x)\Xl
s(dx) ds < 00} and set Zl

t
,8i((j)) = 0 on the complement of this set. In 

this way Zj'̂ (</>) is canonically defined on path space. 

THEOREM 2.3. Let mi G Mp(Ei) (/ = 1,2,) and assume gj is ^P(^>2) x %-measurahle 

and satisfies 

(2.1) f jgi{s,u,x)2Xi
s(dx)ds < 00, \Jt > 0, P ^ x P^-a.s.. 

Let 

g = (g\,g2) 

Rg = e x p ( £ jT' j gl(s,u,x)Zl>\ds,dx) - X- fJgl(s,uj,x)2Xl
s{dx)ds), 

where Z1,0 is defined by (Mo,o). 
a) IfP is a solution of(Mgug2) such that 

2 

(2.2) £ f jgi(s,^x)2Xi
s(dx)ds < 00, 

P-a.5., Vf > 0, ?/!*>« 

dP 
(2.3) 

dP'. x wi m-, 

* • = * 

In particular, there is at most one solution of(Mgug2) satisfying (2.2). 

b) Ifgi < cfori = \,2, for some c G R, then Rg isa¥x
mx x P2^-martingale and(2.3) 

defines the unique solution P of(Mghgl). 

NOTE. The bound in (b) is only one-sided. 

PROOF. Let 

Tn = inf[t : £ j f ' ( / ( # ( * , <j,*)2 + \)Xl
s(dx) +\)ds>n\. 

Observe that Tn <n. 

(a) Assume P solves (Mgug2) and satisfies (2.2). Let 

/ 2 rtATn r 1 rtAT„ r 0 . \ 

^ = e x P ( £ - y0 y #(* ^ J W * , <&) - - yo y #(*, ̂ *)2x;(</*) ds). 

For M fixed, Rg
AT is a uniformly integrable martingale (under P) and dQn = Rg

T dP de

fines a probability on ^F2. Some elementary stochastic calculus shows that for </> G D(Gj), 
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Zl
t'®T (4>)R8

tATn is a P-local martingale, and therefore Zl
t'®T (</>) is a continuous Qn -local mar

tingale. As Qn <C P we also have 

{zl
:°ATn {<j>i\ zJ:°ATn (<i>j))t = Sij J^Tn x>(tf) ds, 

Vf > 0, Qn-a.s, V(/>/ E D(G/), V<£, G D(G,-). The bound J0
r" Aj(l) ^ < n shows Z^(</>,) 

is a Qn-martingale V</>/ G D(Gt). Therefore Qn solves (Mo,o) "up to 7y\ Let Q„ be the 
unique probability on (Q2, J-2)n such that Qn \ <p — Qn | <j 2 and the Qw-conditional law of 

XT;+. given ^ is PL x P2
2 . It is now easy to see that Qn solves (M0 o) and this implies 

Qn = Pl
m x P^2 (see the remark prior to Theorem 2.1). Therefore 

Qn(Tn <t) = Qn(Tn <t) = Pl
mi x P2

m2(Tn < t) — 0 as « -+ oo, Vf > 0, 

by (2.1) and we have (note that (2.2) shows that Rg
t is well-defined under P) 

P(/??)>P(fifAr„l(7;>f)) 

= P(^fA7ii)-p(Rf.iii(rw<o) 
= 1 — Qn(Tn < t) —> 1 as n —> oo. 

This shows #f is a P-martingale and hence there is a unique measure Q on J2 such that 
dQ| j2 = flfdP| <p Vf > 0. Repeating the above arguments, but now without the 7Vs, 
one sees that Q = P^ x P2^, because Q solves (Mo,o)- The only point on which we 
need to comment is the fact that Zj'°(</>) is a Q-martingale, as opposed to just a Q-local 
martingale. Let {Sn} be a sequence of stopping times reducing Zj°(l). Then 

Qte'(l)) < liminf Q(x;A5 (1)) = m,(l). 

This shows that (Z°(</>)), is square integrable under 0 and hence that Zj,o(0) is a Q-
martingale for <j> G D(G[). Therefore we conclude that \/t > 0 

dPlp = (R8)'1 d(Px
mi x P2

m2)\7[2 = /??</<, x p^2)| Jf2. 

(b) Assume first g/ < 0. Let gitn(s,u;,x) = l(s < Tn)gi(s,u),x) and gn = (g\,n,g2,n)-
Then 

(2.5) ^ 7 . = ^ " 

Vf > 0, P^ x P^-a.s. As in (a) dQn = Rg
T

n
n d(P{

mx x P2^) is a probability on f2 and 
a standard Girsanov argument shows that Qn solves (Mglntg2n). The only non-obvious 
point is again the fact that Zl

t
,gl"(</>/) is a Qn-martingale (not just a local martingale) for 

<\>i e D(Gi). To see this, note that XJ(1) < ra;(l) + Z^'"(l) and argue as before. By 
Theorem 2.1 and Remark 2.2 we may assume (by passing to a larger space) that there 
are processes (Y\ Y2) with law P^ x P2^ and (X\X2) with law Qn such that X\ < Yl

n 

Vf > 0, a.s. Therefore 

Qn(Tn <t)< Pl
mi x P2

m2(Tn < t) -+ 0 as n — oo, Vf > 0, 
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the last by (2.1). Now argue as in (2.4) to see that P^ x P^2(/?f) = 1 and hence R8
t is a 

martingale (recall (2.5)). 
It is now straightforward to show that (2.3) defines a solution P of (Mgug2). Turning 

to uniqueness, let P be any solution of (Mgug2). Theorem 2.1 shows that by passing to 
a larger space we may assume there are processes (X\X2) with law P and dominating 
processes (F1, Y2) with law V[

mi x P2^. Condition (2.1) guarantees that P satisfies (2.2). 
Part (a) now shows that P is given by (2.3). 

Consider now gt < c and let/; = gt• — c < 0. Condition (2.1) continues to hold with 
ft in place of gt. The previous case shows the unique solution P = P^ of (My,̂ 2) is given 
by (2.3) with/ = (fuf2) in place of g. Let 

^ = e x p ( ^ c Z ^ ( l ) - | / o
r ^ ( l ) ^ ) 

Un = M{t : X/(1) + X2(l) >n}An. 

Let P be a solution of (Mgug2). Then 

rtAUn . 

x;mi(\) < mi(i)+2*^(1)+ cjo x's(i)ds, 
Vf > 0, P-a.s. Take means and use Gronwall's and Fatou's lemmas to conclude 

P(z;(l)) <mi{\)ec\ Vf > 0 

and therefore 

(2.6) P ( j \ x \ + X2)(c2) ds) < oo 

The latter inequality plays the role of (2.2) and allows us to argue just as in (a) with 
pm, x pm2 repjacecj by m e equivalent law P^ and /?f replaced by Rt, to conclude that 

dP 
dVf 

A simple calculation leads to (2.3), giving uniqueness in (Mgug2). 
Now argue just as in Lemma 10.1.2.1 of Dawson (1992) to see that Rt is a P^ 

-martingale. It is then easy to check that dV^i = RtdPf^ solves (Mgug2). The uniqueness 

established above gives (2.3) and hence shows Rg
t is a P^ x P2^-martingale. • 

REMARK. Part (b) of the above, or more precisely its counterpart on (Qj, ^i) , ap
peared in the penultimate draft of Dawson (1992) but unfortunately failed to make the 
final cut. 

DEFINITION. If F is a Borel subset of MF(E\) x MF(E2) and {Qm : m G F} is a 
family of probabilities on (Q2, ^F2, ^ 2 ) , we say (Q2, J 2 , ^2,62,Xt, (Qm W ) is an F-
valued diffusion iff 

(i) Qm(Xt G F, Vf > 0,X0 = m) = 1, Mm G F. 
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(ii) m i—• Qm is a Borel measurable map from F to M\ {Or). 

(iii) For any (^2)-stopping time T such that Qm(F < oo) = 1, 

QW(X o 9\ G A | ^ r
2 ) M = QxHu;)(A), Qw-a.s., VA G ^F2. 

An analogous definition may be made for F a Borel subset of MF(E\ ) and {Qm : m G 

F} probabilities on ft = C([0,oo),MF(F,)) . 

DEFINITION. If C C b'Ex bŒL, the bounded pointwise closure of C is the smallest 

class C in /?*£ x fc£ which contains C and such that (</>, ip) £ C whenever (</>„, ipn) € C 
bp bp 

a n d </>„ » (/>, VVi > i/>. 

LEMMA 2.4. There w a countable set D[ C D(G[) such that the bounded pointwise 

closure of {((f), G/(/>) : </> G D/} contains {(</>, G/(/>) : </> G £>(£/)} = graph(G;). 

PROOF. Let D- be a countable set in Ct>(Ei) whose bounded pointwise closure is b% 

(recall F, is Polish). Since D[ is contained in the ^/-finely continuous functions in £>*£,, 

clearly 

A-{(/(V:^/);}cZ)(G,). 

Let Ci denote the bounded pointwise closure of {(</>, G/</>) : <f> G A } and let 

Di = {(/> G fcS : (£/;<£, ^</> - (/>) G G } . 

If <f>n G A and (/>„ - ^ 0, then £//</>„ -^> Uj<f> and therefore (£//(/>, £//</> - <f>) e G. 

Therefore A is closed under bounded pointwise convergence, and since D\ C D{ we 

conclude that D,- = /?*£,. This shows that (£//</>, £//</> — <f>) G G for all </> in b'E, and, as 

this set contains graph(G/), we are done. • 

THEOREM 2.5. Assume Ti\MF(E\) x MF(E2) x F, —> IR, / = 1,2, are Borel maps 

such that T/ < c, i — 1,2, and let gi(s, UJ,X) = r/(X5(o;), JCJ. F^f F be a Borel subset of 

MF(E\) x MF(E2) such that 

(2.7) (2.1 ) holdsVm = (m\,m2) (z F. 

(2.8) P ^ x P2
2(Xr G F, Vf > 0) = 1, V(wi,m2) G F. 

For f̂lc/z m £ F there is a unique solution P^ of (Mgug2) given by (2.3). Moreover, 

(ft2, J 2 , ^ 2 , #2,X,, ( P ^ W ) w aft F-valued diffusion. 

PROOF. The existence of a unique solution P^ of(Mgug2) which also satisfies ¥g
m(Xt G 

F, Vf > 0) = 1 (the set in question is universally measurable so we are working with 

completions here) follows from Theorem 2.3, (2.8) and P* |^2 < P ^ x P^J ji. Since 
pm, x PL(°) i s B o r e l measurable on MF(EX) x MF(E2) for O G b<J2 and 

W ) = P 1 , X ^ 2 ( ^ VV^G/7^2, 

it is easy to see that P™(0) is $(F)-measurable in m, VO G /?^F2. 
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Let Tbe a bounded (^Fr
2)-stopping time and let FV(^) denote a P^-regular conditional 

distribution of Xo d\ given fj. Let A 3 1 be as in Lemma 2.4, ^ ° = a(Xu : u < s) and 
Cs denote a countable set in bf® whose bounded pointwise closure is b^. Let 

A - L e Q 2 :^2 J' J \gi(s,uj,x)\Xi
s(dx)ds < OOM > O\. 

Our definition of Z '̂(</>/) and the equality g/0, 6JLJ,X) = g/0 + T, u;, JC) show that (drop 
dependence on gi) 

(2.9) Zt(<t>i) o6T = Z?t+T(<l>i) - Z!T((j)i), Vt > 0, </>/ G A O , / = 1,2, Va; G A. 

If (/>/ G A, t/> e Cs and 5 < f, then, since P*(A) = 1 by (2.7), we have 

p* ((zjOfc) - zjofc)) o ̂  ° < W r
2 ) 

Therefore 

Pr(^)((z;((/>,) - ZJ0fc))V>) =0^ W> G Çy, P*-a.a. CJ 

and so 

(2.10) Pr(^)(z;(^) - Z<((/>,)|̂ °) - 0 

for all rationals such that 0 < s < t, V</>/ G A, * = L 2, P^-a.a. u. 
Clearly A C (0j)~l (A) and so we may fix UJ outside a P^-null set such that P^^XA) = 

1 and (2.10) holds. Our définition of ZJ(</>) shows that on A, Z\ (</>) is continuous in t, 
\/(j) G D(Gi), and the equality in (Mgug2) holds V</> G D(G(). Therefore these last two 
conclusions hold IFY(u;)-a.s. Since Z£(</>;) is ^-measurable, we may take limits from 
above in s G Q in (2.10) to see that Zl ((/>;) is an a.s.-continuous (^Ft

2)-martingale under 
Py(^), V</>; G A. Use the pathwise construction of quadratic variation, (2.9) and P^ | <p <C 
pm, x PLI ^ 2 1 0 s e e t h a t f o r Pm-a.e. a; 

(2.11) (Z^),Z%)), = Sijfixïitâds, 

Vf > 0, Pr(a;)-a.s., V</>/ £ Dj ,i = 1,2. If our fixed UJ also satisfies (2.11 ), then the above 
shows that ¥T{UJ) solves (Mghg2) with (raj ,^) = (X}(CJ),X^(CJ)) provided we restrict 
the class of test functions </>; to A. Use Gronwall's lemma as in (2.6) to see that 

(2.12) PT(u)(fxl
s(\) + X*(l)ds) < (mi(l) + m2(l)) f ecsds < 00. 

Since A is bounded pointwise dense in b%, we may now extend ZJ(</>) to an al
most surely continuous, orthogonal martingale measure as usual (all now with respect 
to VT(bj)). Take bounded pointwise limits in (</>, G/</>) to see that (Mgug2) holds (under 

Pr(cj)) for all fa in A ^ ) . (Note that if <f>n - ^ <£, then (2.12) shows ZjW>„) —• Z;(</>) in 
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L2(PrM) and we can take limits in (2.11).) Uniqueness of solutions to (Mgug2) shows 
that PT(UJ) — P | (a;), which proves the strong Markov property for bounded T. For an 
arbitrary stopping time T such that T < oo, P^-a.s., a standard truncation argument com
pletes the proof. • 

By taking Ei = {0} and #2 = 0 and m^ — 0 in the above we get a corresponding 
theorem for a solution P (a probability on (£1, f, fc) — (Q.\, ^f\, !ft

l )) of the martingale 
problem (Mg) defined as follows: 

X0 = m, P-a.s., 

Xt(#) = X0(</>) + Zf (</>) + foXs(Gi<l>) ds + £jg(s, u,x)Xs(dx)ds9 

\/t > 0, P-a.s., V(/> G D(G\)\ where Zf(</>) is an a.s. continuous (^>)-martingale under P 
such that 

(ZS(<Ê)), = j f x ^ 2 ) ^ , 

V; > 0, P-a.s. 
Here g: [0,00) x £1 x E\ —* R is ^P(̂ >) x *E\-measurable. We let the reader formulate 

the obvious version of Theorem 2.3, but state the analogue of Theorem 2.5 for future 
reference. 

COROLLARY 2.6. Assume g(s, w,x) = r(Xs(uj),x) for some Borel Y\ MF(E\)x E\ —> 
IR such that T < c. Let F\ be a Borel subset ofMp(E\ ) such that 

(2.13) f JT(Xs,xfXs(dx)ds < 00, Vf > 0, Vm-a.s., Vra G Fx 

(2.14) Pm(X, EF^Vf > 0 ) = 1, VmGFi. 

For eac/z m G Fi f/ẑ re w « unique solution ¥g
m of(Mg) given by 

dVm 

= exp j l ' l*r(Xs,x)ZU0(ds,dx) - - f JT{Xs,x)2Xs(dx)ds\. 

The process f Q, ^F, ^>, #f, X,, (Pm)meF, ) w an F\ -valued diffusion. 

REMARK 2.7. If ^ are Feller processes with locally compact state spaces Et and 
strong infinitésimal generators G; on D(G\) C C*> (£,-), all the results of this section hold 
with some minor simplifications in the proofs. • 

3. A two-type Martingale problem for singular interactions. We specialize the 
notation of the last section and take Et = Rd and G/ = A/2, the strong infinitesimal 
generator of ^-dimensional Brownian motion B on its domain D(A/2) C C^(Rd). Hence 
Q, = C([0,oo),MF(Rd)), 7 = ®(Q), ( Jr) and (^2) are the canonical right-continuous 
filtrations on Q. and Q2, respectively, (#2),>o are the shift operators on Ù2 and X and 
(X1 ,X2) are the coordinate variables on £1 and Q2, respectively. Now Pm denotes the law 
of super-Brownian motion on (£2, ^F), starting at m. Let /?r(x) be the standard Brownian 
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transition density (that is, pt is the density of a Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and 

variance i). 

A key ingredient to our approach to singular interactions is the collision local time of 

two measure-valued processes, introduced in [BEP]. 

DEFINITION. For e > 0 define ge: MF(Rd) x Rd -> R and If: Q2 —• ft by g6(/i,x) = 

Jp€(x-y)n(dy)md 

Ut(X\X2)(<j)) = J* Jge(Xl,x)<t>(x)X2(dx)ds, <t> e b<B(Rd). 

A pair of continuous MF(Rd)- valued processes (Y\ Y2) on some (ft', ff, P') have colli

sion local time Lt(Y\ Y2) iff Lt(Y\ Y2) is an a.s. continuous MF(Rd)-valued process such 

that Ut(Y
l(uj), Y2(u))((j)) - ^ Lt(Y\ Y2)(<t>) as e | 0, Vr > 0 and 0 £ Cf(R

d). 

REMARKS 3.1. (a) The definition in [BEP] uses another, symmetric, definition of 

L€(X\ Y2). However, as is remarked in [BEP, Section 1], these two different definitions 

of U(XX, Y2) lead to equivalent definitions of L(YX, Y2). 

(b) If Lt(Y\ Y2) exists it is clearly unique up to evanescent sets and non-decreasing 

in t a.s. That is, almost surely, Ms < t, Lt(Y
x ,Y2) - LS(Y\ Y2) e MF(Rd). Therefore 

L{Y\ Y2) (sj] xA) = Lt(Y
x, Y2)(A) - LS(Y\Y2)(A) extends to an a.s. unique measure 

L(YX, Y2){dt, dx) on $( [0 , oo) x Rd) which is supported by the intersection of the closed 

graphs of Yx and Y2 (see Section 1 of [BEP]). Intuitively, L(Y\ Y2) measures the space-

time distribution of the collisions between the two populations F1 and Y2. 

PROPOSITION 3.2. Let YX,Y2 be continuous MF(Rd)-valued processes on some 

(ft', f , P') which have a collision local time Lt(Y
x, Y2). Let P r be the law ofY=(Y\Y2) 

on (ft2, f2). There is an (^^-predictable mapping L: [0, oo) x ft2 —> MF(Rd) which de

pends only onRy and satisfies 

(i) Lt(Y\u), Y2(UJ)) = Lt(Y
x ,Y2)(UJ), Mt > 0, R'-a.s. 

(ii) U o 02 = Lt+S - Ls, Vs, t > 0, Fy-a.s. 

(Hi) Lt(0
2uS) = Hm^ooLj 7*^^) , \/sJ > 0, Yy-a.a. UJ for some sequence % [ 0. 

PROOF. A diagonalization argument shows there is a countable dense set D in C+(Rd) 

and a sequence r/k [ 0 (depending only on P r) such that 

L?(Y1(LJ), Y2(UJ))(<1>) -> Lt(Y\ Y2)(LJ)W, 

Vr G QD[0, oo), M(j) G £>, P'-a.s. As the limit is a.s. continuous in t and the approximating 

processes are non-decreasing, an elementary argument shows that 

sup 
t<T 

[L?(Y\u),Y\u))-Lt(Y\Y2)y<l>) 

MT > 0, V0 G D, P'-a.s.This implies 

0 

U}k(Y\u), Y2(UJ)) -+ Lt(Y\ Y2)(UJ) in 
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V; > 0, P'-a.s. Let 

A = {u G £l2: Lf{uj) converges in MF(Rd) as k —• oo, Vt > 0}. 

Note that Py(A) = 1 by (3.1). Define 

f ( \ _ {lim^oo £?*(̂ )> ifthe 1™^ exists in M/7([RJ), 
10, otherwise. 

Observe that L is (^2)-predictable because Llk is. Clearly, (i) is immediate from (3.1 ). If 
a; G A and s, t > 0 then 

(3.2) Lf{Q2
suj) = ms{uj)-Lf{uj) 

shows that 82u G A and therefore, by the définition of L, 

Lt(0
2
suj) = lim Lf{Q2

suj) 
/c—>oo 

= \im I&iu) - L?(u) (by (3.2)) 
k—KX) 

= Lm(a;) - L,(u), 

the last because LJ G A. This gives (ii) and the first line in the above gives (iii). • 

REMARK 3.3. (a) If Fis as above and ft
Y = Hna(Ys : s < t+n~l), then by the above 

we may, and shall, assume Lt(Y
l, F2) is (^F/)-predictable. When Y — X on (Q.\ J') — 

(Ù1, f2) the two notations L and L can be confusing. Our convention will be to write 
Lt(X

x, X2) for Lt(X
l, X2) and hence treat Lt(X

l, X2) as a predictable function on [0, oo) x 
Q2. Note, however, the function depends on the underlying probability P on (Q2, (J2). 

(b) In the above argument the sequence {77̂ } may be taken as an appropriate sub
sequence of any given sequence {en} decreasing to zero. This allows us to construct a 
single sequence, and hence a single L, which satisfies the conclusions of the above theo
rem for a pair of given M/7(P^)2-valued processes (F1, Y2) and (F1, F2), each possessing 
a collision local time. 

Let M{m\,m2) denote the set of a.s. continuous MF(Rd)2-valued processes which 
satisfy (Mm,>m2) (now with G[ — A/2). Note the underlying probability space is allowed 
to vary. If Q' = (Q', J ' , P') is given let 

M(Q!) — fy[(Q!,m\,rri2 ) = {(Y\Y2) G M(rnum2) : F1, Y2 are defined on Q'}. 

In this case the filtration associated with (F1, Y2) in (Mmunil) is still allowed to vary. 
If rai,W2 G M/r([RJ) satisfy a mild finite energy condition ((5.1) below), d < 5, and 

(F1, F2) G fW(mi,m2), then Lf(F
!, F2) exists [BEP, Theorem 5.9]. If (Y\Y2) are inde

pendent super-Brownian motions (i.e. A1 = 0 in (Mmum2)) and ra, ^ 0 then L,(F', F2) is 
non-trivial [BEP, Remark 5.12]. For our purposes it will be the uniform (in fW) results 
which will be important. 

NOTATION. Let B(x, r) be the open ball in Rd of radius r and centered at x. If m G 
MF(Rd), let D(ra,r) = sup{m(#(;t,r)) : je G Rd). Set MF(Rd) = {m G M f-(^) : 
Jd rldD(m, r) Jr < 00}. Clearly, M^(^) is a Borel subset of MF(Rd). 
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LEMMA 3.4. Assume d<3, mt G Ms
F(Rd), i = 1,2, and I/J G Cb(R

d). Then W > 0 

lim sup ||sup|L;(X1(cj),X2(o;))(t/;)-L/(X\X2)(cj)(V')| All! = 0 

PROOF. If Le is replaced by 

Dt0t\X2)(<t>) = fQjjp,(x2-xx)4>{{xx + x2)/2)Xl
s(dx{)X

2(dx2)ds, 

this result is contained in [BEP, Theorem 5.10]. Let (Xl
yX

2) G 9tf(m\,m2) and assume 
without loss of generality there are (F1, F2) with law Pm, x Pm2 such that X1 < Y a.s. 
(Theorem 2.1 and Remark 2.2). If ̂  G Cb(R

d) and T > 0 

mV\L]{P^)^)~L](X\X2)(^)\ 
t<T 

- [IJP^2-X{)\^(X2) - xl>((Xl +x2)/2)\Yl
s(dxOY2(dx2)ds 

< j * jjp,(x2-xx)\(\x2-xx\ <^) |^2)-^((^i+^2)/2) |F,1(^1)F2(^2)^ 

+ 2 | |^ | |oo^ / 2 exp{-^ 2 /26}jr 7 F;( l )F 2 ( l )^ . 

Using the fact that UT{ F1 (<j), F2(CJ))(1) - ^ L ^ ' j 2 )(1) as e | 0 ([BEP, Theorem 5.9]), 
it is easy to make the first term arbitrarily small in || || i for all sufficiently small e by fixing 
8 sufficiently small (use the fact that most of the mass of LT(YX, F2) may be supported 
on a compact set on which i/> is uniformly continuous). The last term in (3.3) clearly 
approaches zero in L1 as e [ 0 for our fixed 6. Therefore the left side of (3.3) converges 
in L1 to zero as e | 0 uniformly in (X1, X2) and the proof is complete. • 

DEFINITION. Let p be a bounded metric on Mf(Rd) which induces the weak topology, 
and let Of = (Qr, ^F',P'). Identify processes in !M(Q,\m\,m2) which agree up to a P'-
evanescent set and define a metric d on f^(Q') by 

oo 

d((Y\Y2l(W\W2)) = X]P/(supp(Fr
1,W/) + p(F2,W2))2-n. 

n=\ t<n 

Let C(Q') be the set of measurable maps L: Q' —+ C([0, oo), IR) and identify maps 
which agree up to P'-null sets. Hence processes L(UJ', t) which are a. s. continuous in t 
are considered to be elements of C(Qf). Define a metric d' on C(Q!) by 

oo 

df(LuL2) = £ P'(sup |L,(0 - L 2 ( 0 | A 1)2"". 

LEMMA 3.5. Awwme J < 3, m, G M^(^), i = 1,2, and %/j G C ^ ) . 77œw 
(F1, F2) —> L(Yl, F2)(t/0 w a continuous mapping from f^(Q;, mi, m2) to C(Qr). 

PROOF. Let xjj€(x\,x2) = p€(x2 — x\)\p(x2) for e > 0, and define Tf:Q
2 —> 

C([0,oo),^)by 

T((p\p2){t) = j* ff^ed(pl x p2)ds 
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If (Hl
n,nl) —* (/i1,/!2) in Q2, then clearly T({jix

n,ii
2

n){t) —+ Te{jix ,ji2){t) pointwise. It is 
easy to see {T€(/i

x
n, fi^) : AI G N} are uniformly equicontinuous and therefore 

T€(n
l
n,nl) —> T((fi\^

2) in C([0, oo), R). That is, re is continuous. It is now easy to 
check that 

(Y\ Y2) ^ V.(Y\ Y2m = Te(Y
{(u), Y2{UJ)) 

is continuous as a mapping from fTVf(Q') to C(Q'). Lemma 3.4 shows that L.(YX, Y2)(ip) 
is a uniform limit of these continuous maps and therefore is also a continuous map from 
fAf(Q') to ao ' ) . • 

Recall the "competing species" model described in the Introduction. Casualities may 
occur in either population when type 1 and type 2 particles collide. We are ready to state 
a martingale problem for this model. Let À denote a non-negative parameter which gives 
the intensity of killing when particles collide. A probability P on (Q2, Jr2) solves (MXL) 
if and only if 

Xl
0 = mi 

P-a.s., / = 1,2, 

xX</>) = W + z X ^ ^ 

Vr > 0, P-a.s. V</> G D(A/2), / = 1,2; where ZJ(</>) is an a.s. continuous (^2)-martingale 
under P such that 

Vt > 0, P-a.s., V(/>/, <j>j G D(A/2). 
Implicit in (MAL) is the existence of L,(X!,X2). A pair of a.s. continuous MF(Rd)-

valued processes (Y\Y2) on some (£2', J 7 , P') solves (MXL) iff their law PK on (Q2, f2) 
is a solution. 

THEOREM 3.6. If d < 3 and m\,m2 G M^(tf^), //i^n « solution to (MAL) ex/sta 
VA > 0 . 

PROOF. Ife > 0 then clearly (2.1) is satisfied by 

gi(s,L>,x) = -Xg€(Xlx) <0mdg2(s,cj,x) = -Ag^X',*) < 0. 

Therefore Theorem 2.3(b) implies that (use the notation from (Mgug2)) 

dP€ I 

dPm] X PW 2 1^2 

- y fJg<(Xlx)2Xl(dx)ds - y fcfge(Xlx)2X2(dx)ds} 

defines the unique solution Pe to the martingale problem (M6) defined as follows: 

Xl
0 = mi a.s. 

X/(0) = Xi(0)+Z;«6(^)+ fx\{b<i>l2)ds- \L]{X2,XX)((/>), 

exp{-A jff fge(X*,x)Zl'°(ds,dx) - A f^J g((Xlx)Z2>°(ds,dx) 

A ft f 9 9 i A 
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\/t > 0, Pc-a.s., V<̂  GD(A/2), 

X2((/>) = X0
2«>) + Zp(</>) + J^X2(A^/2)ds - \Vt(X\X2)(<i>\ 

\/t > 0, Pe-a.s., V</> G D(A/2); where Zje (</>) is an a.s. continuous (^2)-martingale (under 
Pc) such that 

Vf > 0, Pe-a.s., V0f, </>; G D(A/2). 
Therefore (X1,*2) on (ft2, J 2 ,P e) belongs to M(mi,m2) and by Theorem 2.1 we 

may work on a larger space ((Q', jF') = (Q4, ^F4) will do) with a filtration (5F/) and a 
probability P' carrying processes (Xl,e,X2'e) which satisfy (Mf) and independent (jF/)-
super-Brownian motions (y l e , F2e) starting at m\ and W2, respectively such that Xlf < 
if% V^ > o, p;-a.s. 

Choose en j. 0 and let 

Pw(-) = Kfl((X
1'c"X2'fB,Lf''(X2'c",X1'c''),Lc''(X1'fB,X2'c'')) G •). 

We claim {P„} is a tight sequence of probabilities on (ft4, ^F4). If r,<5, r\ > 0 and </> G 
C£(R4), then 

limsupP^^supllL^CX1 '6",^2 '6")^)-^^1^,^2 '6")^)! : s,t <T,\s-t\<6}> rf) 

< limsupP^^supJlL^y1'^, YUn)((j)) - U»(YU\ YUn)(<t>)\ : 
n—>oo 

s,t<T,\s-t\ <6} >ij) 

< Pm, x Pm2(sup{|L,(X1,X2)((/>) - Ls{X\X2)(ct>)\ :s,t<T,\s-t\<b}> rj/2) 

-> 0 as S I 0, 

where the second inequality follows from Lemma 3.4. Theorem 8.2 of Billingsley (1968) 
implies {U.»(Xu\X2*n)(<j>) : n G N} is tight in C = C([0,oo), P), V</> G Q(lf^)(/.é?. their 
laws under P'w are tight). By Dawson (1991, Theorem 4.6.1) (the result given there for 
càdlàg MF(Rdyvalued processes carries over to continuous Mf(Rd)-valued processes), 
{Un(Xu\X2*n) : n G N } i s tight in C([0, oo),MF(Rd)), where Rd is the one-point com-
pactification of Rd. The domination of Z>(Xu\X2'e«)by Un(Yu\ Yu») shows that each 
limit point (a law on c([0, oo), MF{Rd)) ) is in fact supported by C([0, oo), MF(PJ)) = 12. 
The tightness of {U"(X1 ̂ ,X2^) : w G N} in Q now follows. 

Consider next the tightness of {X2,(n : n G N}, /.<?., of their laws on (ft, ̂ F). Let </> G 
D(A/2). The domination X2'c» < F2e" shows that {j0X

2'e"(A(/>/2)^ : AI G N} is tight 
in C([0,oo),P). The same domination, Burkholder's inequality and Theorem 12.3 of 
Billingsley (1968) show that {Z2'e"((/>) : n G N} is tight in C. The tightness of {X}^{(j)) : 
n G N} in C now follows from (MeJ and the tightness of {L€.n(Xu\X2>€n)(0) : « G N } 
proved above. Now proceed as for {Le.n(Xl,Cn,X2,€n) : n G N} to conclude that {X?e" : 
n G N} is tight in ft. The tightness of {P„} follows. 
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By Skorokhod's representation theorem (Ethier-Kurtz (1986, p. 102)), we may re
define (XX*\XU%U"(XU\XX*«), L€»(Xu»,X2'€nj) as adapted processes on a common 
filtered probability space Qf = (£l\ 7', 7/, P1') such that this 4-tuple converges P'-a.s. 
to (X^X 2 , ^ 1 ^ 2 ) . Clearly each A1 is an a.s. non-decreasing, continuous MF(Rd)-va\ued 
process. Routine arguments show that V</>/ G D(A/2) 

(3.4) Zft(<t>i) = XJOfc) - mWi) - J^Xi(A&/2)ds + \A\ifr) 

is a continuous (^T/)-martingale such that 

(3.5) (TWùZWÏÏt = ëijfi %(</>}) ds 

(the bounds Xl,€n < T'tn give the necessary integrability conditions). Therefore 
(X\X2) G fftf(Q',mi,m2). If ^ G D(A/2), then 

d\LHXu\Xu)(<l>lL(X\X2)((l>)) 

+ t//(L.(X1'c",X2'c")W^-(*1,^2)(^)) - • 0 as w -> oo, 

where we have used Lemma 3.4 to handle the first term and Lemma 3.5 to handle the 
second. This proves A\ — A2 — Lt(X

l,X2). Therefore (3.4) and (3.5) show that the law 
of (X1, X2) on (Q2, 72) is a solution of (MAL). • 

Here then is the fundamental conjecture which we have not been able to prove in 
dimensions d = 2,3. 

CONJECTURE 3.7. lfd<3 and m\, m2 G Ms
F(Rd) the solution to (MAL) is unique. 

In the rest of this section we assume d = 1 and show how Dawson's Girsanov theorem 
proves the conjecture in this case. 

Let U: Mf(R) x IR —>• IR be the Borel measurable mapping 

U(u,x)= ( l i m ^ o o f M U - £»* + £])' if it exists 
1 0, otherwise . 

Also consider the (P(7t
2) x $(IR)-measurable canonical "densities" ut(t,uj,x) = 

U(Xl
t(oj),x\ i = 1,2,. It is easy to check that 

&ac = {^ G Q : uj(t) <C dx, Vf > 0} (dx is Lebesgue measure) 

is a universally measurable subset of Q. Clearly, if a; G Qac, then ujt(dx) = U(u(t),x\ dx, 
Vf>0. 

LEMMA 3.8. Suppose that d = 1. Assume X = (X',X2) satisfies (Mm, m2) on some 
(Q', 7', 7/, IP7)- Then X\(dx) = U(Xrx) dx, Vt > 0, i = 1,2 P'-a.s. an J 

(3.6) Lr(X', X2)(< )̂ = / / <Kx)U0tl
s, *)£/(X2, *) dx <fc, 
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\/t > 0, V0 e b<B(R), ¥'-a.s. 

PROOF. By Theorem 2.1 (see also the ensuing Remarks) we may assume without loss 
of generality there are a pair of independent (^F/)-super Brownian motions (Y1, Y2) start
ing at mi, m2, such that X\ < Yl

r Mt > 0, P'-a.s. The measure Yl
s has a density Wf(s,x) = 

U{Yl
s,x) which is jointly continuous on (0,oo) x R, P'-a.s. (see Konno-Shiga(1988, The

orem 1.4) or Reimers (1989, Theorem 7.1)). Therefore Xj(dx) = vt(t,x)dx, Vf > 0, 
P'-a.s., where 

Vi(t,uj,x) = U(xl
t(uJ),x) < Wi(t,uj,x), 

Vf > 0, Vx G R, P'-a.s. Let 

v- (t, x) = J pe(x - y)vt(t, y) dy 

and 
w] (f, x) = J pe (x - y)wi(t, y) dy. 

Observe that 

(3.7) .limvK*,*) = Vi(t,x) 
do 

and 

(3.8) limwUt,x) = Wi(t,x), 
e|0 

Lebesgue-a.a. x, Vf > 0, P'-a.s. 
By continuity, it suffices to prove (3.6) for a fixed t > 0 and <f> G CJ(IR). Choose en [ 0 

such that Le
t
n(X\X2)(<l>) —> L,(11,X2)(0), P'-a.s. (see Lemma 3.4). Since 

Ut»(X\X2)(& = jf' [v\"(s,y)v2(s,y)4>(y)dyds, 

Fatou's lemma together with (3.7) gives 

(3.9) Lt{X\X2){<t>) > £jvi(s,y)v2(s9y)<l>(y)dydx, P'-a.s. 

To complete the proof it suffices to show 
(3.10) 

X^V'^fJv\"(s,y)v2(s,y)(l)(y)dyds^ = ¥'(fj vx(s,y)v2{s,y)<t>(y)dyds} < oo. 

Indeed this, together with Fatou's lemma, implies 

¥'{Lt{X\X2){(j))) < liminf P'(LJ"(X\X2)((/>)) 

- R'(fJv{{s,y)v2(s,y)4>(y)dyds) 

and (3.9) would then give the required result (3.6). To prove (3.10) define a finite measure 
vr~ on [0, f] x Rd by 

l/p(A) = P ' ( / ' / lA(s,x)v2(s,x)dxds) 
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and similarly define vyi. In view of (3.7), (3.10) is equivalent to the uniform of integra-
bility of {v\n : n G N} with respect to i/p, which is implied by the uniform integrability 
of {w\n : n G N} with respect to vyi. The latter is equivalent to (see (3.8)) 

(3.11) P'Tlim jwef(s,x2)dvY2(s,X2))) = P'(/wi(s,jc2)</i/y2Cs,Jc2)). 

The left side of (3.11) equals 

limP'f / / p€n(
x2 — x\)w\(s,x\)w2(s,X2)dx\ dx2ds) 

= lim^ J JjJJPtn(x2 - ^ l h f e - z\)Ps(x2 - zi)dx\ dx2m\(dz\)m2(dz2)ds 

(by Konno-Shiga(1988, (2.14)) 

= lim / If p€n+2s(z\ - Z2)mi(dzi)m2(dz2)ds 
n—>oo JO J J 

= J J P2s(z\ -Z2)m\(dz\)m2(dz2)ds, 

the last by dominated convergence (pe„+2s < cs~~xl2). Again (2.14) of Konno-Shiga 
(1988) shows the last integral equals P^Jwj(s,x2)dvyi{s,X2)). This gives (3.11) and 
we are done. • 

Recall the notation Z /0 from (Mgug2) but now with Et = R and G, = A/2. 

THEOREM 3.9. Let d = 1, A > 0 and 

F= l(mum2) eMF(R)2 : ff \og+(l/\x{ - x2\)ml(dxi)m2(dx2) < ooj. 

(a) Vm = (mi, m2) G F /̂zere /s a unique solution Pm to (M\L). 

(b) Vm G F, Vr > 0 

dPJL. x P2 mi m? 7? 
J P m ' expj-A^y' Ju2(s,x)dZU0(s,x) + f J ul(s,x)dZ2'°(s,x) 

— (A /2) / / w2(ls
,,x)2wi(ly,x) + wi(.s',x)2M2( ,̂x)(ix(iA' 

(cj (Q2, J 2 , J}, Q2
t, Xt, (Pm W ) w an F-valued diffusion. 

PROOF. Lemma 3.8 shows that P solves (MAL) if and only if P solves (Mghgl) with 
g\(s,w,x) = -\U(X*(u),x) <mdg2(s,LU,x) = -\U(X1

S(LJ),X). As -XU < 0, the theo
rem will follow from Theorem 2.5 once (2.7) and (2.8) are verified. 

Letting f0 I 0 in (2.14) of Konno-Shiga (1988), we have 

(3.12) utiux) = jpt(x-y)mi{dy)+ f j'pt-s(x - y)dZlfi(s,y\ 
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P^.-a.s., V(f,jt). Therefore, if (mum2) G F, 

Pw, x p™2(^ Jux(s,x)2u2(s,x)dxds) 

= J0 fl(fps(x-y)m{(dy)^J + J^ Jps-v{x-y)2?mx{ux(v,y))dydv\ 

x f / /^(x — w)m2(dw) ) dxds 

< fj\s-ll2mx{\)^jps{x-y)mx{dy)) 

+ J" Jps(x-z)(2iï)-xl\s-vyxl2dmx(z)dv\ x (Jps(x - w)m2(dw)) dxds 

= wi(l)yyjT ^"1/2/?2.Cvi -y2)dsmi(dy{)m2(dy2) 

+ 2(2TT)-1/2 fJ^sl'2p2S(yi-y2)dsmi(dyl)m2(dy2) 

<m[(l)JJl+log+(4t/(yl-y2)
2)mi(dyl)m2(dy2) + 

which is finite since (mi, #12) G F. This proves (2.7). Turning to (2.8), recall that M'(S, JC) 
is a (jointly) continuous density for Xs, "is > 0, Pl

mi x P^-a.s. (Reimers (1989)), and 
has compact support inx, \/s > 0, P^ x P^2-a.s. (Dawson-Iscoe-Perkins (1989, Theo
rem 1.2)). Condition (2.8) follows and the proof is complete. • 

We close this section with a related martingale problem on Q for a self-interacting 
population. For #, X > 0 and m G MF(R) we will say that a probability measure P on 
(Q, f) solves the martingale problem (M^A) if the following holds: 

Xo = ra, P-a.s., 

xt(<j>) = XoWO + z?'A«>) + j f * ( y + ̂  - A ^ > •)</>) * , 

Vf > 0, P-a.s., V</> G C|(R); where Ẑ 'A(</>) is a martingale such that 

{7?\<j>))t = fQX5{<j>2)ds, 

\/t > 0, P-a.s. 
The presence of U(Xs,x) in the above suggests we are only interested in P such that 

P(Q.ac) — 1- We will see that this is in fact a consequence of (M^A). 
Solutions to (M^x) were conjectured by Rick Durrett to arise as a limit of rescaled 

one-dimensional contact processes as the interaction range approaches infinity. The 
—XU(XS, •) term in (M^A) kills particles at a rate proportional to their local density. It 
arises from the approximating contact processes because of the suppression of "off
spring" which jump onto an occupied site. The <f>" / 6 term (as opposed to the usual </>"/2) 
arises from this particular approximation. In Perkins (1989a) it is shown that a discrete 
time version of these contact processes do converge weakly to the unique solution of 
(M^A). Here we will only show how Corollary 2.6 give existence and uniqueness of so
lutions to (M^x). This result is due to Don Dawson who told one of us that his Girsanov 
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approach will work in this setting. Mueller and Tribe (1993) study the properties of so
lutions of (Me^x) and confirm Durrett's conjecture. 

Let P^ denote the law of super-Brownian motion on (£2, ?) but now scale the Brown-
ian motion to have generator A/6. Also let Zt denote the associated orthogonal martingale 
measure, i.e., Zt = Zf'° in the above notation. 

THEOREM 3.10. Let6,\>0and 

Fx = imeMF(R): jf \og+(l/\xi -x2\)dm(x\)dm(x2) < ooj. 

(a) Mm G F\ there is a unique solution P^A to (M^A) 
(b) Vm G FXt F

e
m

x(£lac) = 1, P ^ , < P'Jfr Vt > 0, and 

= expj f JO- \U(Xs,x)dZ(s,x) - - j * j(0 - XU(Xs,x))2Xs(dx)ds 
d?'m 

(c) (Q, J , J„ 0„ X„ (P^A W , ) is an F{ -valued diffusion. 

PROOF. The result will follow from Corollary 2.6 with T(Xs,x) = 0-\U(Xs,x) < 0, 
once conditions (2.13) and (2.14) are verified. (Note that Pe^x(Q,ac) = 1 is immediate from 
the absolute continuity result.) As in the proof of Theorem 3.9, (2.14) is clear from the 
fact that Xt has a continuous density with compact support, Mt > 0, P^-a.s. 

Let m G F\ and u(t, UJ,X) = £/(x,(a;), JC). Condition (2.13) would clearly follow from 

(3.13) ¥'JJ Ju(t,x)3dxdt) < oo, Vr > 0. 

Equation (3.12) and Burkholder's inequality show that 

(3. 14) V'm(u(t9x?) < c ( ( / / > , ( * - ; y ) < Z m ^ 

The second term is bounded by 
(3.15) 

p^(/oV - s)-y%(pt^x - o1/2)&)3/2) 

< P m ( / V - s)-3/%(pt-s(x - -)1 / 2)3 / 2 ds)ltx/* (Jensen's inequality) 

< J\t ~ s)-*l*¥'m(xs(pt-s{x - -))3/4Xv(l)3/4) ds2t1/* (Holder's inequality) 

< ^ ( f - s r ^ p ; ^ (Holder again). 

Now 

j[Pm{xs{Pt-s(x-')))]3 "dx^ J[jpt(x-z)dm(z)]3 4dx 

< jjpt(x - z)3/4 dm(z)m(\y^4dx 

<ctxl*m{\?'\ 
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It is clear from this that (3.15) is integrable in (t,x) over [0, T\ x R, W > 0. From (3.13) 
and (3.14) it remains only to show 

(3.16) J j(jpt(x-y)dm(y)) dxdt < oo, \/T > 0. 

The left side is bounded by 

L IJJ Pr(x-y\)Pt(x-y2)dxdm(yi)dm(y2)t~
l/2dtm(\) 

= JJ{£rl-,2P2t(y\ -yi)dt)dm{y{)dm{y2)m(\) 

< cjj 1 +log+ ( r / ( j , -y2f) dm(yx)dm(y2)m(\) 

which is finite because m G F\. m 
We close this section with a result which shows these Girsanov techniques will not 

work for d = 3. The proof is given at the end of the next section. 

THEOREM 3.11. Assume d = 3, A >0andmum2 e Ms
F(R3)\{0}. If R solves (MXL) 

then R\ jri is not absolutely continuous with respect toRm] X Pm21 «p. 

4. Killing super-Brownian motion in a random environment. We study in this 
section the much simpler problem in which the first population X1 may be killed when it 
comes in contact with the second population X2, butX2 is not affected by these encoun
ters. Existence and uniqueness for the appropriate martingale problem is established in 
Theorem 4.9 and the fact that the resulting process is a diffusion on a suitable space of 
measures is proved in Theorem 4.11. As a preliminary to studying the uniqueness ques
tion, we first consider a similar martingale problem in which the killing measure-valued 
process X2 is replaced by a deterministic measure-valued function. Uniqueness for this 
latter martingale problem is obtained in Theorem 4.5. We have omitted the proof of the 
companion existence result (see Remark 4.6.) 

We continue to use the notation of the previous section. 

DEFINITION. Let W = (T,B) denote space-time Brownian motion on the canonical 
space of paths C([0, oo), £"), where E = [0, oo) x Rd. Thus W is a Feller process (in the 
sense of Ethier-Kurtz (1986, Section 4.2)) with semigroup {Pt : t > 0} and laws 

QTty(WeA) = ny((T + .,B.)eÀ) 

where n>; is Wiener measure starting at y. 
If \i G Q = C([0, oo),MF(Rd)) and TJ > 0, let 

fl^u.x) = gr,(Hu,x) = J PiM - y)Pu(dy), (u,x) G £, 

and define a continuous additive functional (CAF) for W by 

A$(t) = ffZ(Ws)ds. 
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Dependence on p in the above quantities will often be suppressed. Let 
re roo 

h(p,e) = sup ff(r + s,x)ds, M(p) = / ps(\)ds, 

O = {p G ̂  : lim h(p, e) = 0, pt = 0 for sufficiently large t} e !f = ®(Q). 

THEOREM 4.1. Ifpe®, tfiere w a CAF Â  /or W swc/z r/iar 

lim sup 0Tr,(sup(Aj;(0-A^(0)2) = 0 . 

If h: [0,1] —> [0, oo) is swc/z fftaf h(e) [ 0 as e [ 0 and M G N, f/ze convergence in the 
above is uniform on <&{h,M) = {/i G O : Af(/i) < M, /i(/i, e) < h(e), Ve < 1}. 

PROOF. Set 

FTI(T9X) = J JPs+v(x - y)pT+s(dy)ds = 2Tr,(A,7(oo)), 

and 
F(r,x) = y y /?,(* - y)pT+s(dy) ds. 

Note that for each e > 0, 

| ( F - F ^ ) ( T , X ) | < jT jps(x-y)pT+s(dy)ds 

+ Jprjix - z)[J JPsiz - y)pT+s(dy) ds) dz 

+ j J \ps(x - V) - /?J+T/(.X - j)|/ir+5(^y) <& 

and so 
sup |(F - F^)(r,x)| < 2/i(/i, e) + sup sup \pu(z) - /W,(z)| M(p). 
(TyX) u>e z 

For p G O it is now clear that 

(4.1) lim ||F — F„ ||oo == 0 and the rate of convergence is uniform in p G 0(/z, M). 

For the moment fix p G O and (r, x) G F. If we set 

£r/(0 = ÔT^(AÏ,(C0)|W5,5 < f) 

= A7?(0 + F^W,) (Markov property), 

then since Ar/(oo) is uniformly bounded, ev is a non-negative martingale such that 
lim^oo e7](t) = Av(oo), <2r^-a.s., and inL2(QTyX). Doob's maximal L2 inequality therefore 
gives 

\2\ 
2^(sup \er](t) - *y (f)|2) < cQT^(A71(oo) - A?/(oo)) 

- 2cQT^(fT1 -fjXWJQw^tfr, -fr)(Wt)dt) du 

= 2cÔr^( jT[ ( / " i 7 -fr,>)(Wu)][(Fr, - F 7 / 0 ( W M ) ] ^ ) 

<4c||F||0O | |F r /-F7?, 
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where in the last line we have used Chapman-Kolmogorov to see 11Fv \ | oo < 11 F\ \ œ. Com
bine the above with (4.2) to see 

(4.3) sup <2^(sup |Ar?(0 - AV(0|2) < cCH^ - ^ | | L + ll^ll?oll^7 - ^llSo)-

Since H^Hoo < c(lW(n) it is clear from (4.1) that ||F||oo is bounded uniformly in [i G 
0(/*,M), and therefore (4.3) converges to zero as 77, 7/ —•+ 0 uniformly in \i G <ï>(/z,M) 
(again use (4.1)). From this conclusion we can now carry through the general argument 
subsequent to line 3.10 of Blumenthal and Getoor (1968) in order to construct a CAF 
A = AM with the desired properties. • 

For / i G O w e introduce the sub-Markov semigroups on bTL 

PV(f)(r,y) = PJ(f)(T,y) = e r , ,(exp{-A,(0}/W)) 

P?(f)(r,y) = Pt(f)(r,y) = QT,y(exp{-A(t)}f(Wt)). 

P1} and Pt are the semigroups of the processes obtained by killing W according to the 
CAF's A^ and A, respectively. Let W71 and W denote these killed processes and let Ql 
and Q^y denote their laws on C([0,00), EA). Here A, the cemetary point, is added to E 
as a discrete point to form EA. The weak continuity of (r,y) —> QTy and the fact that 
Av(t) is a continuous functional of W show that P1}: CQ(E) —> CQ(E). The fact that {it has 
compact support in t shows that 

lim P1}\(j,y) = 1 
(r,v)—>oo 

and hence {P1} : t > 0} is a semigroup on C[(E). Since A^t) < et, P7/ is a (non-
conservative) Feller semigroup (i.e. strongly continuous) on Q(£). Let Gv^ = G^ (re
spectively GM = G and Go) denote the (strong) infinitesimal generators of {P1}) (respec
tively (Pt) and (Pt)) on their domains in Ct(E). By Dynkin (1965, p. 298) 

(4.4) D(GV) = D(G0) and Gr/</> - G0(/> -/„<£. 

If ^ G Cj'2(£) = {</> G Q(£) : ^ , ^ G Q(£)}, then 0 G D(G0) and 

3<^ A 
G0(/>(^X) = ^T-(S,X) + -(/>(•*,*)• 

ds 2 
(A applies only to the spatial variables). 

PROPOSITION 4.2. Let /x GO. 7 7 ^ : 

(a,) lim _̂̂ o+ suP/>o \\P't ~ Pt\\ — 0 (II || denotes the operator norm on Ci(E)). 
(b) {Pt : t > 0} is a Feller semigroup on C[(E). 
(c) V/ G D(G), 3/„ G D(G7?) JIICA r/z«r (/"„, G/r /) -* (f, G/) m C£(£)2 £w 77 | 0. 

PROOF. Iff G /?£, 

supllPy-P/Hoo < |[/| |oosupQ^(sup|exp(-A r?(0) - exp( -A(0) | ) -^O 
t>0 (TJC) yt>0 J 
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as 7] I 0 by Theorem 4.1. Claims (a) and (b) are now immediate. Claim (c) is then 
a consequence of Ethier-Kurtz (1986, Theorem 1.6.1) (which extends trivially to our 
continuous parameter setting). • 

Let X = (Q, <f, £ ,X„P°) (P° = P ^ for m G MF(E)) denote the W-superprocess 
onÛ = C([0, oo), Mf(E)) with its Borel a-field ^F, canonical right-continuous filtration 
(Ô't) and coordinate mappings Xt. As usual m denotes the initial measure. Although the 
underlying Markov process is assumed to be conservative in the literature, it is easy to 
construct and characterize superprocesses in the non-conservative case through the same 
martingale problem. The details are given in the Appendix. Let ¥}]

m — P ^ denote the law 
of the \y7/-superprocess on (Û, ^f) and let Pm denote the law of the W-superprocess. Note 
that for 7] > 0, f y is defined for all /i £ Q. 

It follows from Theorem A.l (in the appendix) and (4.4) that P'^1 is the unique law 
on (Q, J) such that V</> G D(GQ) the following holds: 

Xt(<t>) = m{<j>) + Z T O ) + j f Xs(G0<t> -fit) ds, 

Vf > 0; where ZjMi(</>) is a continuous (^)-martingale under P^/x such that Z^i^) = 0 
and 

Vf > 0, P^'-a.s. Label the above martingale problem (M^). 

NOTATION. If /i, v e MF(Rd) let 

d(fi,i/) — sup{|fjL((j)) — i/((j))\ : <j> Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant at 
most one, ||0||oo < 1}-

The metric d is the Vasershtein metric on MF(Rd) and is a complete metric which induces 
the weak topology on MF(Rd) (see Ethier-Kurtz (1986, p. 150, problem 2)). Denote the 
uniform metric on Q by p(/x, \i') — supr>0 d(ji(t), /i'(f)). 

Although normally we would equip £1 with the compact-open topology, in the next 
result we use the p-topology. Let £lp denote Q equipped with the p-topology. 

PROPOSITION 4.3. (a) V/i e O, m e MF(E), P^1 - ^ Pm'1 ^ 1 I °-
(/?) Vry > 0, the map (m, fi) i—> F1^1 is continuous from MF(E) x Çlp to M\(Ù). 
(c) The map (m, fi) i—> P^L is a Borel measurable map from MF(E) x O to M\ (Ù). 

PROOF, (a) To directly apply the convergence results in Ethier-Kurtz ( 1986) we note 
that (M^)is equivalent to the requirement that: 

exp{-X,(0)} - £ exp{-Xv(^>)}[X,(-G0c/> +///</> + <f>2/2)]ds 

is an (^)-martingale under P™ starting at exp{-ra(</>)}, V</> G D(G0)+ = {</> G £>(Go) : 
inf <f) > 0}. Label this latter martingale problem (MJ£). 

To see that (MJ,) implies (M^) involves only elementary stochastic calculus and 
the converse implication is only slightly more involved (because one must show 
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P^(x t(l)) < m(\) < oo to see that Z^(<t>) is square integrable). Theorem 2.1 allows 
us to bound Xt (under P ^ ) by a (W, —A2/2) super-process. This together with Helly's 
characterization of compactness in the space of measures give the compact containment 
condition 

(4.5) V<5, T > 0, 3 a compact set K C MF(E) such that 

inf ¥r]f(Xt eK,\/0<t<T)>\-6. 
0<//<l m 

Now use Proposition 4.2(c) as in the argument on p.407 of Ethier-Kurtz (1986) to 
verify condition (f) of Corollary 8.7 in Chapter 4 of the same reference. This together 
with Theorem A.l (which gives uniqueness for (M^)) and (4.5) allow us to derive (a) 
from Corollary 8.16 in Ch.4 of Ethier-Kurtz (1986). 

(b) Let (mn, /i„) —> (m, /i) in MF(E) x Qp. By (4.4), if <j> G D(GI]4J = D(G0) then 
(4.6) 

\GV)^{u,x)-G11^(j>(u,x)\ < ||(/>||oo|g/,(^(w),^) -£ , , ( / I (M) ,X) | 

< cv\\(j)\\ood(ii„(u), 11(14)) —> 0 uniformly in(u,x) G E. 

The last step uses the uniform convergence of {//„}. The compact containment condition 
(4.5) for {P^" : n G N} follows as in (a). That is, we may define {Yn} with laws 
Pm„ which bound {Xn} (with laws PJ^") and use the weak continuity of Pm„ in mn (see 
Dynkin (1989, Theorem 8.1)) to obtain the analogue of (4.5). The rest of the proof now 
proceeds as in (a) (use (4.6) in place of Proposition 4.2(c)). 

(c) This is immediate from (a) and (b). • 

NOTATION. Set C*([0,oo)) = {</> G C0([0,oo)) : </>' G C0([0,oo))}, C2
0(R

d) = 
{<t> G C0(R

d) H C\(Rd) : A(/> G C0(R
d)}. The projection TT: M F ( £ ) —• M F (^ ) is given by 

7r(/i)(A) = /i([0,oo) xA). 

DEFINITION. If Z? is a Banach space and A: D(Si) C 5 —> B is a linear map, we say 
a set D C £>(-#) is a core for J3 if and only if the closure of {((/>, A§) : 4> e D} in B x B 
contains {(</>, A<\>) : </> G £>(J3)}. 

LEMMA 4.4. If D0 = [<j>(ux) : </)(t,x) = <j>\(i)<j>2(x), <j>\ G C^([0,oo)), (j>2 G 
CQ(P^)} U {1}, then the linear span of Do is a core for GQ. 

PROOF. This is a simple application of Ethier-Kurtz (1986, Proposition 1.3.3). • 
We are at last in a position to state the martingale problem mentioned at the start of the 

section that models a randomly evolving population killed in the presence of a determin-
istically evolving second population. Recall that the primary reason we are studying this 
model is as a prelude to establishing uniqueness in the martingale problem describing a 
randomly evolving population killed in the presence of an independent super-Brownian 
motion. 
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DEFINITION. Define the following additional cr-fields of subsets of Q: 

T[T, oo) = a{Xu : u > r}, ^ ° = a{Xu :u<t}9 

7\7, t] = nnalxu : r < u < t + - ] (0 < r < t < oo). 

Let /i G O, T > 0, m E AfF(R
rf) and D be a core for D(A/2) such that l G D c C ^ 

We say that a law P on (Q, ^F[T, OO)) solves the martingale problem (M^) if the following 
hold: 

XT = m, P-a.s., 

*,((/>) = XT(</>) + Z,(</>) + jf * ( ^ ) * - L,(0), 

Vf > T, P-a.s., Vc/> G D; where {Zr((/>) : f > r} is an a.s. continuous 7\r,t\-martingale 
under P such that 

(Z(<«),= J'xs(^
2)ds, 

Vf > r, P-a.s., and Lr is an a.s. continuous MF([R^)-valued process such that for some 
sequence r\n —> 0, Vf > r and V(/> E D, 

L,(</>) = P - lim f [gîln(ns,x)(j)(x)Xs(dx)ds. 

THEOREM 4.5. Lef \i E O, r > 0, m E MF(^ ) am/ £> fce as m the previous definition. 
Let Vbea law on (Q, J [ r , oo)) f/wtf saf/s/^ (Af£). 77ié?n P(A) = P^m(7r(X_T) E A), 
VA E ^F[r, oo), and, in particular, P is unique. 

PROOF. Let 

L?(A) - J*Xs(g71n(^ OU) &, f > r, A E 0 (^ ) . 

As D is a core, D is dense in Q([RJ). Let </> E Q(IR^) and choose {</>m} C D such that 
||</>m-</>||oo-*0. Then 

|L?(</>) - Lr(c/>)| < \Ll(<t> - 4>m)\ + |L?(</>m) - Lt{4>m)\ + |Lr(</>m - </>)| 

< ||^m - </>||oo(^(l) + L , ( l ) ) + |L?(0W) - Lt{<f)m)\. 

First choose m large so the first term is small in probability uniformly in n and then choose 
p 

n large so the second term is small in probability. This is possible because L"(</>m) —> 
p 

Lt((j)m) for all m and Ln
t{\) —> Lt(l). Therefore 

(4.7) L?(</>) - ^ L,(</>), V</> E Ct(R
d), 

and we may choose a countable dense set D; in C\(Rd) — {f E Q(R J) : / > 0} with 
l G D ' and a sequence {%} such that 

lim L^(0) = Lt(<t>)9 \/t E Q H [r, oo), V</> E D', P-a.s. 
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As the limit is a.s. continuous in t and L"*(</>) is non-decreasing in t, an elementary argu
ment shows that 

(4. 8) lim sup mk((j)) - Lt((f))\ = 0, V(/> G D\ T > r, P-a.s. 
k-^ooT<t<T 

If p = sup{s : jjis ^ 0}, then p < oo and 

(4.9) L^(l) = ^*(l) , Vf>p 

and therefore Lr(l) = Lp(l), Vf > p, P-a.s. by the above. It now follows from (4.8) that 

(4.10) lim sup \Ln
t
k{<t>) - L,(</>)| = 0, V(/> G D', P-a.s. 

Equation (4.10) shows that Lt{(j>) is non-decreasing in t and Lr(</>) = 0 for all <j> G C^(Rd), 
P-a.s. Hence there is a unique (up to null sets) random finite measure L on [r, oo) x [R̂  
such that 

L([T, t]xA) = Lt(A), Vt>r, Ae <B(Rd\ P-a.s. 

If Ln is the corresponding measure for Ln
t, then by using (4.9) and (4.10) first to get a.s. 

tightness of {LUk} and then to see that L is the only limit point a.s., one obtains 

(4.11) Z> —• L in MF([T, OO) X Rd) a.s. 

The conditions of (Mfc) imply that 

(4.12) P ( 7 Xs(l)<fc) < ( r - r ) m ( l ) . 

As D is bounded pointwise dense in fc$(IRrf), this allows us to extend Zt to an orthogonal 
martingale measure {Zt((j>) : r > r, </> G &$(1RJ)} such that {Z,(</>) : r > r} is a continuous 
L2 martingale with respect to the filtration (!F[T, t])t>T under P with 

(Z(<t>))t = J'xs(<l>2)ds9 

Vf > r, P-a.s. As in Walsh (1986, Chapter 2), we can define £ J (/>(s,x, u)Z(ds, dx) for the 
usual class of ^P(^F[r,r]) x $(P^)-measurable integrands. 

By taking limits of (</>,A</>/2) (<j> G D) in Q ^ ) 2 we see that (Af£) continues to 
hold V(/> G D(A/2) (recall (4.12)). If <j>(s,x) = <f>\(s)<j>2(x) ïox <j>\ G Cl

0([0,ooj) and 
</>2 £ C Q ( ^ ) (see the notation prior to Lemma 4.2), then some easy stochastic calculus 
and (M£) (the latter for <j>i) give 

(4.13) Xt(cj)t) = m((f)T) + J' J </>(s, x) dZ(s, x) + f X,(G0<W ds - f j <j>(s, x)L(ds, dx), 

Vf > r, P-a.s. equation (4.13) continues to hold for </> in the core Do introduced in 
Lemma 4.4 and hence, by taking limits, for all (/> in D(Gç>). Let <j> G D(G) and use Propo
sition 4.2(c) to choose <j>n G D(GJ]n) = D(Go) (by (4.4)) such that 

(4.14) (</>„, Gr,„<l>n) — «>, G</>) in Q(£)2 . 
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Apply (4.13) with <\> — <j)n and use (4.4) to conclude (write Z,(</>) for the martingale term 
in (4.13)) 

X,(<M')) = m(<t>n(r)) +Zt(<t>n) + j'xs((Gîln<i)n)(s))ds 

+ J X,(gr/n(^, -)<l>n(s)) ds- J (j)n(s,x)L(ds,dx), 

\/t > r, P-a.s. Let n —• oo through {n^} and use (4.11), (4.14), and Doob's inequality 
along with (4.12) to handle the martingale terms, to conclude 

Xt(<t>t) = m(4>(T))+Zt(4) + j'xs((G^(s))ds 

Wt > r, P-a.s. If Xt = ST+t x XT+t for t > 0, this becomes (let Z,(</>) = Zr+T(</>), % = 
7\T,T + f],f > 0 ) 

%{<t>) = GU, x m)(4>) + Z,«>) + jf X,(G(/>) ds, 

Vt > 0, P-a.s., V0 G D(G); where Z,(</>) is a continuous (^-martingale such that ZQ(<J>) = 
0 and 

(?((/>)), = j ^ Xs(<j>])ds = fQXs(<l>2)ds, 

\/t > 0, P-a.s. Theorem A.l in the Appendix implies X has distribution P ^ m . The result 

follows because Xt — 7r(X,_T), VJ > T. • 

REMARK 4.6. (a) A uniqueness result without a companion existence theorem is of 
questionable value. In fact it is true that P = P ^ m (TT(X_T) G •) solves (M£). Our proof 
of this apparently simple result is ridiculously complicated and we have not included it 
here. We will see that Theorem 3.6 will give solutions to (Mfc) for Pm-a.a. \i (Pm continues 
to denote the law of super Brownian motion on (Q, ?)) and this will suffice for our 
purposes. 

(b) If m G MF(Rd) and p e O , let P£(A) = P^m(7r(X) G À) for A G ^ . Propo
sition 4.3(c) shows that (m, //) i—> P^ is a Borel measurable map from M/7([RJ) x O to 
Mi (ft). Recall the notation Ms

F(Rd) from Section 3 (see Lemma 3.4) 

PROPOSITION 4.7. Asswme d < 3 am/m G M (̂[Rrf). 77ien 
(a) Pm(d>) - 1 
(b) Xt G M^(^), \/t > 0, Vm-a.s. 

PROOF, (a) Clearly t \—> Xt(\) has compact support Pw-a.s. It remains to show 

(4.15) lim sup / / ps{y — x)Xs+T(dx) ds = 0, P„,-a.s. 
el° x£Rd,T>0J° J 

If d = 1 this follows from the trivial boundps(y — x) < s™1/2, so let us assume d — 2 
or 3. Let £(r) = ^ ( l +log+(l /r)) . Theorem 4.7 and Lemma 4.6 of [BEP] show there 
are constants c\,C2 > 0 and an ro(oj) > 0 Pm-a.s. such that 

(4. 16) D(X„ r) < cx (D(m, c2r) + Ç(r)), Vf > 0 and r G (0, r0). 
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Choose UJ such that r0(uj) > 0 and fix r > 0, x G Rd. Let i/s([0,r)) = Xs+T{B(x,r)). 
Inequality (4.16) implies that 

(4. 17) z/,([0,r)) < c3(a;)(D(m,c2r) + CW), 

first for 0 < r < ro(u) and then for all r > 0 by choosing c^{uo) appropriately. 

n re roo 

)d ps(y - x)Xs+T(dy) ds = J^ J ps(r)vs(dr) ds 

= f f°° iss([0,r))(27ryd/2s-l-d/2re~,2/2s drds (by parts) 

< c3(u;)\Je J°°D(m,c2r)re-rll2ss~x-dl2drds 

(by (4.17)). 

The second integral goes to zero as e j. 0 because d < 4. The first integral equals 

f r°D{m,c2xyfs)xe~^l2s~dl2dxds 

= f°° f2X^ D{m,u)u{~d du/~xe-x2'2 dx(2cd
2-

2). 

This approaches zero as e J, 0 because m £ Ms
F(Rd). As the above bounds are uniform in 

(r,x), the proof of (4.15) is complete. 
(b) This is immediate from (4.16). • 

REMARK 4.8. Corollary 4.8 of [BEP] in fact implies Xt e Ms
F(Rd), Mt > 0, Pm-a.s., 

Vm G MF(Rd) (for d < 3). 
We are ready to introduce the martingale problem (M[L) discussed in the Introduction. 

Recall that this is intended as a model for a pair of branching particle systems in which 
inter-species collisions may kill off the particle in the first population but have no effect 
on the particle from the second population. 

DEFINITION. Suppose that A > 0 and m\, m2 G MF(Rd). We say that a probability P 

l 

on (Q2, f2) solves the martingale problem (M[L) if the following holds V</> G C^(IRJ): 

Xo=m\, P-a.s., 

X)((/>) = Xl
0(</>) + Z){<t>) + foX

l
s(A<l>/2)ds - \Lt(X\X2)(<t>) 

Vf > 0, P-a.s., 

X2 = m2, P-a.s., 

X2{<f>) = X2^) + Z2((t>) + £x2(A</>/2)ds 

Vt > 0, P-a.s.; where ZJ(</>) are a.s. continuous (^2)-martingales under P such that 

(ri^z^^ôij^xi^ds 
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THEOREM 4.9. Assume d < 3, A > 0 and m\,m2 G Ms
F(Kd). There is a unique 

probability P on (Q2, J2) that solves (M\L). 
In fact P is given by 

(4.18) ¥{AxB) = jF\B{uj)¥^{A)d¥mi{uj\ VA,B G J . 

PROOF. The existence of a P satisfying (Ml
XL) follows just as in Theorem 3.6. 

Assume P satisfies (M[L). Let P(X2)(-) be a regular conditional probability for X1 given 
cr(X2). Note that the uniqueness of the martingale problem for super-Brownian motion 
(e.g. Ethier-Kurtz (1986, Chapter 9 Theorem 4.2)) shows that P(X2 G •) = Pm2. 

As usual, Zl extends to an orthogonal martingale measure. If fi(s,LO,X) is ^{J-2) x 

$(ff^)-measurable such that 

(4.19) f jfi(s, Lj,x)2)Cs(dx) ds < oo, Vr > 0, P-a.s., 

then the stochastic integral 

jtJfl(s,ui,x)dZ\s,x)=Z\(f) 

exists and is a continuous local martingale such that 

(4.20) (Z(fd, Z(jj))t = Sij fQ J Ms, LU, x)2Xl
s(dx) ds. 

Let <j> G C](Rd). We claimZ) (</>) is an % x ^-martingale. Fix s < t and let Y G ba(X2), 
W G b7fx. Here J* ' = nna(X^ : u < s + 1/n). By Theorem 1.1, 3 / E L^(X2,PW2) 
such that Y = P(K) + J0°° J/feX2,i)dZ2(s,x), P-a.s. Therefore 

P ( ( Z / ( 0 ) - Z ] ((/>)) FW) 

= p((z/(^)-z](^))iy)p(y) 

+ P ( V P ( ( Z ; ( ( / > ) - Z ] ( < ^ 

= O + P ^ w ( ( z ; ( 0 ) - Z ] ( 0 ) ) ( Z ^ ) - Z 2 ( O ) | ^ ) j 

= p(uf((Z'W,Z2(f))r - (Z1 (</>), Z2(f))s\ft)\ 

= 0 (by (4.20)). 

It follows that P(Z/ (0)| ̂ ° x J ) = Z] (0), P-a.s. Letting s J, M through rational values on 
both sides, we see that Z/(c/>) is an >̂ x ^-martingale. 

From Theorem 2.1 it is clear that P(supK7X/(l)/7) < oo, \/p, T > 0, and therefore it 
follows from (Af j[L) and Burkholder's inequality that P(sup,<7 \Z)((j))\p) < oo, V/?, T > 0 
and 0 G /?#(PJ). Therefore, for 0 G C2([RJ) 

M,(</>) = Z/ (</>)2 - £ X] (</>2) ds = lfo Z\ ((/>) JZ,1 (0) 

^2JtJz\((j>)c!>(x)dZ\s,x) 
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is a square integrable (^2)-martingale and by modifying the previous argument we see 

it is also an {ft x ^-mart ingale . 

Let Nt be a P-a.s. continuous (% x ^O-martingale. We claim that for Pm2-a.a. UJ2, 

(t, UJ1) —> N(t, UJ],UJ2) is a P(o;2)(-)-a.s. continuous (^>)-martingale with respect to P(UJ2). 

Let Cs C F̂v° be a countable set whose bounded pointwise closure is blT®. If s < t and 

W G Cs, then 

P((W, - Ns)(WoXl)Y) = 0, VT E M * 2 ) 

=> P((Nt - NS)W o X1 \X2) = 0 P-a.s. 

=» P(uJ2)((Nt - N,)(-, CJ2)W) = 0 for Pm2-a.a. UJ2. 

Therefore we may fix UJ2 outside of Pm2-null set such that 

(4.21) P(^2)((M - Ns)(-, UJ2)W) = 0, VW G C„ V0 < s < t rationals, 

and 11—> Nt(ujl, UJ2) is continuous for P(cj2)-a.a. LJ1 . Equation (4.21) extends immediately 

to all W in bff, so that 

P(^ 2 ) (^( - ,a ; 2 ) |^ ; 0 ) (^ 1 ) = NS(UJX,UJ2), \/s E [0,n] HQ, Vrc G N, P(cj2)-a.a. a;1. 

Fix r G fO, n] and choose rationals sm [ t. Take limits in the above to see that 

P(uj2)(Nn(-,uj2)\ft)(oJl) = Nt{uj\uj2), P(o;2)-a.a. UJ1 , \/t < n. 

This proves the claim. 

Let D C C](Rd) be a countable core for A/2 on D(A/2) with 1 G D. For example, 

one may take D = {Ptn<f> : ^ G D' ,« G N} where 1 G D' is a countable dense set in 

Q(IR^), (Pr) is the Brownian semigroup, and en [ 0. Now apply the above result with 

Nt = Z) ((f)) or Mt{(j>\ <j) G D, to conclude 

(4.22) For Pm2-a.a. UJ2, V</> G D, ( f V ) -> Zj(<j>)(u;1, J1) and M ^ K C J 1 , ^ 2 ) 

are a.s. continuous (^>)-martingales under P(o;2). 

We may define an a.s. unique random finite measure L on [0, oo) x Rd such that 

L([0, t]xA) = XLt(X
l ,X2)(A), Vr > 0, A G ®(R^), P-a.s. 

For TJ > 0 define //'(X1 ,X2) G MF([0, oo) x Rd) by 

Z^tfO,*] x A) = ^Xl(gv(\X
2,')\A)ds, t>0,Ae #(ff^). 

Argue as in the derivation of (4.11) to see there is a sequence 7jk [ 0 such that 

Lm —> L in AfF([0, oo) x RJ) P-a.s. 

From the above we may conclude that for Pm2-a.a. UJ2, for P(^2)-a.a. UJ1 , 

(4.23) Lm(uj\uj2)-^L(ujl,uj2) 

L(UJX , UJ2)([0, t]xA) = \Lt(X
x, X2)(A), Vf > 0, A G # ( i ^ ) and 

ÀL,(X1, X2) is continuous in t. 
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Fix uj2 outside a Pm-null set such that Xuo2 G O (use Proposition 4.7), 

a;r
1(^) = mi((^) + Zr

1(</>)(a;1,a;2)+ j * uj\(A(j>/2) ds - \Lt(u\ OJ2)(4>) 

Vf > 0, <j> G D, for P(a;2)-a.a. UJ1 , and so that u2 is not in the exceptional null sets from 

(4.22) and (4.23). The latter implies 

f ul
s(gVk(Xujl •)<£(•)) ds->\Lt{uj\uj2)((t>), V</> E D , P(^2)-a.a. u;1. 

We therefore have shown that P(c^2) solves the martingale problem ( M ^ ). Theorem 4.5 

implies that for CJ2 as above, P(CJ2) = P ^ , and as the latter is ^F-measurable in uo2 (see 

Remarks 4.6(b)), (4.18) follows and P is unique. • 

REMARK 4. 10(A) . Note the above proof shows directly {i.e. without Proposition 4.3) 

that /ii—> P^ is ^"-measurable in p G O , where J is the PW2-completion of J and 

mi e M ^ ) ' 

(b) The above proof goes through unchanged if instead of — XLt(X\ X2)(4>) in (M[L) 

we have — XLt(uj\ cjj2)((j)) where Lt(ujx,uj2) is a P-a.s. continuous, non-decreasing 

M/r(IRJ)-valued process for which there is a sequence rjk [ 0 such that 

(4.24) Lr
t
lk(X\X2)((t)) - ^ /,,(</>) as £ - ^ oo, Vf > 0, Vc/> G C2

f(R
d). 

Suppressing dependence on A, we let P^ m denote the probability given by (4.18). 

Hence if (mum2) G Ms
F(Rd)2, P ^ mi is the unique solution of (M\L). 

THEOREM 4.11. Suppose that d < 3. Let Xt = (XJ,Xf) be a V'-a.s. continuous, 

(^I)-adapted Mf(Rd)2-valued process on some probability space (Q!, ?',^') equipped 

with a right-continuous filtration (?/). Assume m\,m2 G MF(Rd) andVcj) G C2(Rd) the 

following conditions (which we label as (M'XL)) hold: 

X){<j>) = mx(<i>)+Z) {<!>)+ £xl(A<l>/2)ds-\Lt(X\X2)(<l>), 

Vf > 0, F'-a.s. (inparticular, L(X\X2) exists), 

X2(<j>) = m2(</>) + Z2(<t>) + j f X2(A</>/2) ds, 

\/t > 0, ¥'-a.s.; where Z\((j)) are a.s. continuous (^^-martingales under P' such that 

4(</>/) = 0 and 

Vf > 0, P'-a.s. 

Then: 

(a) Xt G Ms
F(Rd), Vf > 0, V'-a.s. 

(b) IfT is any a.s. finite (J-j)-stopping time and ijj G b(J-2), then 

P,(^(Xr+.)|iT/) = P ^ ) , P'-a^. 
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PROOF, (a) By Theorem 2.1 and Remark 2.2 we may assume there are independent 
(^7)-super Brownian motions (Y\ Y2) such that Y[ = mt and X\ < Y\, Vf > 0, a.s. 
Proposition 4.7(b) implies (Y},Yf) G Ms

F(Rd), it > 0, a.s. and (a) follows. 

(b) For <j> G C2(Rd) define Z{<j>): [0, oo) x Q2 —> R, i = 1,2, by 

Z}{<t))(uj\uj2) = <Jt(<j>) - UJ]
0((1>) - f'u;l(A<l>/2)ds + \Lt{uj\ u?){<j>) 

Z2(<J>)(UJ\UJ2) = uj2(<j>) - uj2{<f>) - ^cu2(A^/2) ds. 

Here Lt is as in Proposition 3.2 but with respect to the law P^ of (X1, X2) on (Q2, f 2 ) . By 
an easy truncation argument, it suffices to consider bounded T. Let lrY(u/) be a regular 
conditional probability for 6T(X) = XT+. given Jj. Proposition 3.2 (ii) implies 

(4.25) Z!t{<j)){Q2
Tuj) = Zl

t+T(uo) - Z^CJ), Vf > 0, P ra.s., / = 1,2. 

Let 5 < /• and Q be a countable set which is bounded pointwise dense in b((^0)2) . If 
ijj G Cs, then 

P'f z;(0)(02
r(x(̂ ))) - ^(^(^(l^))]^^^1^)))!^) 

= P ^ P ^ Z ; ^ ^ ) ^ ) ) - ^ r W ( ^ ( ^ ) | i T / « ) ^ ( ^ ( ^ ) ) | J r ) 

z;+r(0)-ZLTMITLMPTW)]?^ %(MAL)) tflryi 

= 0. 

This implies 

Pr(^)((z;((^) - ZJ(tf>))i/>) = 0 , V0 G Q, V rationals s < f, P'-a.s.. 

As in the proof of Theorem 4.9, this implies that for P'-a.a. J, Zl(4>) is an a.s. continuous 
(^2)-martingale under P J V ) - Similarly if fa G C](Rd) for P'-a.a. a;' 

MMu <t>j) = Z^dZ^j) - 6(j fQ a/(0?) & 

is an a.s. continuous (^2)-martingale under P^(a/) • 
By Proposition 3.2 (iii) there is a sequence 77̂  —> 0 such that 

Lt(0T(X(u'j)] = lim L]U(eT(X(u;f))\ it > 0, P'-a.s. 

Therefore for P'-a.s. J 

Lt{uj\uj2) = lim L?k(cj\u2), it > 0, Pr(a/)-a.s. 

Theorem 4.9 and Remark 4.10(b) imply that for P'-a.a. a/, PT(cuf) = P j ^ because 

P T V ) solves (M\L) r(a/) solves (M\L) (modified as in (4.24)) and XT{u/) G Ms
F(Rd)2, P'-a.s., by (a). The re

sult follows because (m\,m2) '—> Pi, ffl, is Borel measurable on Mf<IRJ)2 by 
Remarks 4.6(b) and (4.18). • 
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COROLLARY 4.12. Ifd <3and\>0, ^n(^ 2 , ^ 2 , ^ 2 , ^ ,Z r , (P / ^) m G M v ( ^ ) 2) is an 

(Ms
F(Rd)) -valued diffusion. 

PROOF. The Borel measurability of (m\, mi) \—> P^ was noted at the end of the 
above proof. The result is now immediate from the previous theorem. • 

If d — 1 and (rn\,mi) G F (as in Theorem 3.9), then one could argue exactly as in 
Theorem 3.9 to obtain existence and uniqueness of P^ satisfying (M[L) as well as the 
Girsanov-type formula 

——^~— = exp —A / / U2(s,x)dZl'°(s,x) — A2/2 / / U2(s,x)2u\(s,x)dxds . 
d?mx x Pm2 \j} H h J v ' h J 1V } J 

We show below that this absolute continuity result fails for d = 3 and conjecture that it 
also fails for d — 2. Hence our alternative approach to uniqueness in (M[L) seems to be 
necessary. 

We require a pair of preliminary results, the first of which (Lemma 5.1) will be proved 
in the next section to give a self-contained treatment of the non-existence results treated 
there. The second is the following path property of super-Brownian motion. 

LEMMA 4.13. Ifl(r) = ^(log* l/r)~ (1/2)_?/ for some 7/ > 0 and d > 1, then 

,. Xt(B(x,rj) 
hm — - = +oo 
do 7(r) 

forXra.a. x, ¥m-a.s., Mt > 0, m G MF(Rd). 

We omit the proof as a more precise result will be given in Perkins and Taylor (1993). 
In that work an integral test on 7 will be given for d > 2 to decide whether or not the 
above lim inf is +00 or 0 for Xra.a. x, Pm-a.s. The sufficient condition for +00 will also 
apply for d — 2. In fact we will only need a much cruder result for d — 3 in Theorem 4.14 
below. 

THEOREM 4.14. Let d = 3, A > 0 and assume m\,m2 G MS
F(R3). If 

PiIliW2W) = PiIIfm2({L1(X1,X2)^0}nA) 

then P^ fm I ji and Pm, x Pm21 ji are mutually singular measures. In particular, Fx
m tm | j 2 

is not absolutely continuous with respect to Pm, x Pm2 \rpi whenever ra, ^ Ofor i — 1,2. 

PROOF. The last assertion is immediate from the first since P^ mi ^ 0 when mi ^ 0 
for 1 = 1,2. Recall that for <j> G D(A/2), 

Z ^ ) - X;(« - 4 W - [xl
s(A^/2)ds 

(see (M^ 2 ) in Section 3). For </> G CJ(Rd) we define Z,1 ((/>) by (M[L), that is, 

(4.26) ZJW = Zy\^) + \Lt(X\X2)W, 
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where Lt(X
l, X2) = Lt(X

], X2) is as in Proposition 3.2 and where the underlying measure 
may be P^ or Pm, x Pm2 (Remark 3.3 (b) gives the existence of an (^2)-predictable 
map L which works for both measures simultaneously). Following Walsh (1986) we 
can define stochastic integrals Zl

t
,0((f)) (respectively, Z)(</>)) with respect to Pm, x Pm2 

(respectively P^. mj) for all fP(̂ >2) x rB(RJ)-measurable <j> satisfying 

(4.27) Plum2^Xl(<f>(sr)
2)ds)+Pm] x Pm2(£Xl(<t>(sr)

2) ds) <oo, Vt > 0. 

These integrals are a.s.-continuous square-integrable martingales with square function 
&XI (<f>(s, -)2) ds. If, in addition to (4.27), 

(4.28) sup \<Ks9w,x)\ < oo, ¥x
mumi +Pmi x Pm2-a.s., Vf > 0, 

then Lt(X
l, X2)(4>) — JQ J </>(s, CJ, x ) / ^ 1 , X2)(ds, dx) exists and is a.s. continuous in t (for 

both P^ mi and Pm, x Pm2). We can now use (4.26) to define Z/'°(</>) with respect to P^ mi 

for any !P(J,) x $( Immeasurable 0 satisfying (4.27) and (4.28). To distinguish this 
stochastic integral from the Pm, x Pm2-stochastic integral with respect to Z1'0, we denote 
the former by Z/ 'V) . We now show these two stochastic integrals are consistent. More 
precisely we claim that 

(4.29) V(/> which is T{7}) x «(^-measurable and satisfying (4.27) and 
(4.28) 3Hf [0,oo) x Q2 —• R which is (^-predictable such that 
Z)\<j>) = H+frX), Vf > 0, Pmi x Pm2-a.s., and Z]\<j>) = tf0(f,X), 
Vr>0,P^,m2-a.s. 

Consider first 

= llbfi&vWiix) ^bounded, left-continuous and (^)-adapted, </>,- <E C2(Rd)\. 

Then the construction of the above stochastic integrals gives 

ZlA<l>) = £ fjfc)dZWfa), Vt > 0, Pmi x Pm2-a.s. 
i=\J[) 

Similarly, using (4.26) one gets 

3'°(0) = £ [mdZl°(fal V/ > 0, P ^ - a . s . 

By approximating/ by the usual sequence of step functions {/j":wE N} and taking an 
appropriate subsequence one constructs a lP(^2)-measurable function H^ such that the 
conclusion of (4.29) holds. If C denotes the class of <j> in b(<P(f2) x <B(Rd)) for which 
(4.29) holds, then it is easy to see that C is closed under bounded pointwise limits. As 
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S C C (by the above), Theorem 1.21 of Dellacherie-Meyer (1978) implies C contains 
all </> in b{(P(!Ft

2) x <B(Rd)). Now consider <f> as in (4.29) and let <j>n = (cj> V (-n)) A n. 
Then there is a subsequence such that 

uniformly in t on compacts P^ m,-a.s. and 

Z)\<l>nk) = Z){<t>nk) ~ XLt(X\X2Mnk) -> Z)\<i>) 

uniformly in t on compacts PW| x Pm2-a.s. Now define 

lim^^oo H^n (t, X), if it exists, 
H,(t,X)- j a -°° ". otherwise> 

where H^ as in (4.29) exists since <j>nk is bounded. Clearly H^ is as in (4.29) and the 

claim is proved. As a result we shall write Zl
t
,0(4>) for both Zl

t
,0((j)) and Zr

1,()(c/>) (and both 
P,^m2 and Pm, xPm2). 

Let 
Gn{uX) = £_n/2 Jx2(B(x,2-n))Zl0(ds,dx) 

or, more precisely, Gn(t,X) = H^it.X) where 

<j>n{s,u,x) = u2
s(B(x,2~n))l(s > 2~-njl). 

Using Theorem 2.1 it is trivial to see that <j>n satisfies (4.27) and (4.28), so H(Pn exists. 
Let Ç(r) = ^ ( l + log(l / r)) . Theorem 4.7 of [BEP] shows that 

(4.30) D(X2, r) < cx (D(m2Pt, c2r) + ((r)) for 0 < r < r{ (u) 

and some r\(<J) > 0, Pm, x Pm2-a.s.. 

Under Pm, x P,„2, (4.30) and a simple calculation show that for n > no(uj), where no 
is a.s. finite, the continuous martingale Gn satisfies 

(4.31) 

where 

(Gn)t = finl2 [x2(B(x,2-n))2xl(dx)ds 

< c2C,(2~n)2-3nLt;(X\X2)(l) 

Ln
t(X\X2){\) = [' jX2

s{B{x,2~n))x\{dx)ds2M. 

Now it is easy to see that 

Ln
t{X\X2)(\)<c,L22\x\X2){\) 

-^-> c3Lt(X
[, X2)( 1 ) as n -» oo, 

where in the last time the L1 convergence is with respect to Pm, x Pw, and we have used 
[BEP, Theorem 5.9] (an integration by parts shows that m, G Ms

F(Rd) implies the hypoth
esis of that result is satisfied). The L1 boundedness of {L\ : n Ç N } and a Borel-Cantelli 
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argument show that if r\ > Ois fixed, then (Gn)\ <c{2 3"((2 n)nl+n for sufficiently large 
n Pm, x Pm2 -a.s. This and a well-known estimate (Rogers-Williams ( 1987, IV. 37.12)) im
ply 

sup |G, (0 |<2- 3 ^ 2 (C(2- ) ) 1 / 2 ^ + " 
(4.32) ><i 

<ca~5n/2n+i] 

for sufficiently large n, Pm, x Pm2-a.s., Vr/ > 0. Now let 

A = {u e £l2 : |G„(1)| < c42-5n/2nl+r] for sufficiently large n} e ff. 

With respect to Pl
m] nii, our definition of Z10 (i.e. (4.26)) gives 

Gn(f) = f n/i jX2(B(x,2~n))z\ds,dx) 

- A T j X2(B{x,2~n))L(Xx ,X2){ds,dx) 

= GnA(t) - Gn2(t). 

The process Gnj is a continuous square integrable martingale under P^ and if F > X' 
are independent super Brownian motions (working now on a larger space—see Theo
rem 2.1) then 

(C,,) , = f2_n/2 jx
2

s(B(x,2-"))2Xl(dx)ds < f2ni2 Y2(B(x,2~n))2Yl(dx)ds 

< c2((2-n)2-2nLn
t(Y\ Y2){\) for n large a.s. (see (4.31)) 

Repeating the above argument gives 

(4.33) |G„,i(l)| < c42~5n^nl+n for sufficiently large AI, P ^ - a . s . 

Take mean values to see that Y2 = X2 a.s. Let 7 be as in Lemma 4.13 and set 

(t>(s,x,X2) = l{\iminfX2(B(x9r))l(r)~l < +00} = 0 

for X^-a.a. JC, a.s., \/s > 0 (by Lemma 4.13). Lemma 5.1 now gives 

(4.34) (t>(s,x,X2) = 0, L(Y\X2)-<i.<i. (s,x), a.s. 

Recall from Proposition 3.2 (iii) and our construction of L (see Remark 3.3 (b)) that for 
some en [0 

Lt{Y\X2) = lim Ut"(Y\X2), V/ > 0, a.s. 
n—>oo 

and 
L,(X\X2) = lim V"(Xl,X2), Vf > 0, a.s. 

Hence clearly L(X\X2) < L(Yl,X2) (as random measures on [0,00) x Rd) a.s. and so 
(4.34) implies 

<t>(s,x,X2) = 0, L(Xl,X2)-a.SL. (s,x), Pl
m m,-a.s. 
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Therefore 

liminfG„,2( 1)7(2-")-' 
n—-KX) 

> f f\imMl(s>2'n/2)XX^(B(x,2'n)h(2-ny]L(X\X2)(ds,dx) (Fatou) 

= ool{L,(X1 ,X2)(l)>0}, Pl„,„2-a.s. 

(with the convention oo • 0 = 0). This and (4.33) show that 

lim G„( 1 ) 7 (2"T ' = -oo , P' mi -a.s. on 

In particular Pmi?/m (A) = 0, while (4.32) shows Pm, xPm2(A) = 1. This proves the result. 
• 

OPEN PROBLEM. IS P ^ ^ X 1 G •) < Pm, on J p. 

PROOF OF THEOREM 3.11. We assume P| j 2 < Pm, x PmJ j 2 and proceed by mod
ifying the proof of Theorem 4.14 to obtain a contradiction. We use the notation of the 
proof of Theorem 4.14. 

Argue just as in the proof of the inequality (4.33) to see that 

(4.37) |Gn,i(l)| < Cl2'5n/2nl+ri for sufficiently large n, P-a.s. 

Lemmas 4.13 and 5.1 imply 

(t>(s,x,X2) = 0, L(Y\X2)-a.a. (s,x), Pm, x Pm2-a.s. 

The absolute continuity assumption and Remark 3.3(b) therefore show that 

<j)(s,x,X2) = 0, L(r!,X2)-a.a. (s,x), P-a.s., 

which in turn gives (set 0 • oo = 0) 

liminfGn,2(l)7(2 " r 1 

> f Aiminf l(s > 2_Al/2)AX2(^(x,2""))7(2"")~1 L(XX ,X2)(ds,dx) (Fatou) 

= ool{Li(X1,X2)(l) > 0}, P-a.s. 

This and (4.37) imply that 

P(An{Li(X1 ,X2)(l)>0}) = 0 

and therefore 

(4.38) P(AC H {Li(X\X2)(l) > 0}) = P(L,(X1,X2)(1) > 0) > 0. 

Note that the last inequality must hold since otherwise P| <p = PWl x Pm21 ,p by (MAL) and 

we know Pm, x Pm2(L1(X
1,X2)(l) > 0) > 0 for m/ ^ 0 (see [BEP, Proposition 5.11].) 

Now (4.38) and the fact that Pm, x Pm2(A) = 1 (see (4.32)) contradict our absolute 
continuity assumption and so the proof is complete. • 
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5. Non-existence for d > 3. Recall from Section 1 (or [BEP]) that two independent 
"d-dimensional" super-Brownian motions have a non-trivial collision local time for d < 
5. It is therefore natural to consider the interactive martingale problems (M\L) and (Ml

XL) 
for d < 5 and not just d < 3. The construction of solutions to (MAL) in Section 3 relied on 
a convergence result for L(Xl, X2) which was uniform in (X1, X2) G #C,,W2 (Lemma 3.4) 
and which could only be proved for d < 3. The treatment of (MJL) in Section 4 was based 
on constructing a CAF, A, for each Brownian path in the X1 population. The existence 
of A required d < 3. In either case the restriction to d < 3 seemed to be an artifact of the 
proof. In this section we show that in fact (MXL) and (M\L) cannot be solved for d = 4 
or 5. This work is joint with Martin Barlow. 

First note that if d > 5, then by Theorem 2.1 and the a.s.-non-intersection of the graphs 
of two independent super-Brownian motions (see [BEP, Theorem 3.6, Remark 5.12(a)]), 
the only possible solution to (MAL) and (M[L) is Pmi xPm2 for which Lt(X\X2) = 0. If mi 
and m2 have disjoint closed supports, clearly Pm, x Pm2 is a solution of (M\L) and (Ml

XL). 
Therefore these martingale problems are only of interest for d < 5 which we assume for 
the rest of this section. 

We continue with the notation of Sections 3 and 4. In particular, Pm continues to de
note the law of super-Brownian motion on (£2, ̂ F) = (C([0, oo),Mf(Rd)\ Borel sets). 
Also, Xt{uj) = uj{t) and (Xj, X2) denote the coordinate mappings on (£2, ̂ F) and (Q2, ^F2), 
respectively. 

NOTATION. g0: R
d \ {0} —> R is given by 

goW = | ln + ( l / | x | A2-d 

d= 1 
d = 2 
d>2 

LEMMA 5.1. Let d < 5 and assume m\,nï2 G Mf(Rd) satisfy 

(5.1) Jj g0(x\ -x2)dm\{x\)dm2(x2) < oo, if d < 5 

/ /(x\ — x2)~
4 dm\(x\) dm2(x2) < oo, ifd = 5. 

7/0: [ 0 , / ] x H r f x ( ] ^ H is bounded and «([0, f] x Rd) x jF-measurable, then 

P 
(5.2) 

Pm2 f I ' 10(j,x,X2)L(Xl,Z2)(J5, Jx)|X2 

= / / / (f)(s,x2,X
2)ps(x2 — x\)dm\(x\)X2(dx2)ds a.s. 

PROOF. Theorem 5.9 of [BEP] and the bound (3.3) imply that for $ G Cb(R
d) 

l i m l l s u p l L ^ 1 , ^ 2 ) ^ ) - ^ ^ 1 , ^ 2 ) ^ ) ! ! ! ! 
do u<t 

0 

(the L\ norm is taken with respect to Pm, x PA„2). An elementary argument now shows 
that if ^ e Ce([0,t] x ^ ) then 

(5.3) lim 
c|0l 

f J\jj(s,x)Le(Xx,X2)(ds,dx) - f ji)(s,x)L(Xx,X2){ds,dx) 0 
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(for example, one can first extract a subsequence along which one has weak convergence 

in MF([0j] x Rd) a.s. as in (4.11)). Let I/J(S,X) be as above. A standard bootstrapping 

argument shows that w.p. 1 

Pm, x P W 2 ( £ j\p{s,x)U(X\X2){ds,dx)\X2) 

= PWI x ¥m(f jU{s,x2)p,{x2-xx)X\(dx\)X]{dx2)ds\X2) 
(5.4) KJ0JJ J 

= l0 /Pm, X P ^ ^ ^ f e - x O X ; ^ ! ) ^ 2 ) ^ , ^ ^ ^ ^ ) ^ 

= j /J p(+s(x2 - x\)m\(dx\)Hs,X2)X2{dx2)ds. 

Note that 

Pm, x P m 2 ( £ fJpe+s(x2 - xi)X2(dx2)ml(dx])ds^j 

= 111 Pe+2s(x2 ~ x\)m2(dx2)m\{dx\) ds 

(5.5) —> I 11 p2s(x2 — x\ )m2(dx2)m\(dx\ ) ds (use (5.1) and dominated convergence) 

= Pm, x P m 2 ( £ J Jps(x2 ~ xx)X
2
s(dx2)mx{dxx)ds} < oo. 

This shows that {/?e+.sC*2 — x\) : e > 0} is a uniformly integrable family with respect 

toX2
s(dx2)m\(dx\)ds J(Pm, x Pm2) and, as -0 is bounded, this allows us to take a limit as 

e [0 inside the integral sign in (5.4) and conclude 

L1 - lim j IJPe+s(x2 - xi)m{(dxi)ilj(s,x2)X
2(dx2)ds 

elO • 

j j j Ps(x2 - X{ )m\(dX\ )0(5 , X2)*v ( ^ 2 ) ûfc. 

This together with (5.3) allows us to take L1-limits on both sides of (5.4) to obtain the 

required result with I/J(S,X) in place of <j>(s,xyX
2). 

Observation (5.5), together with the above for 0 = 1, shows that both sides of (5.2) 

are integrable for any bounded </>. Therefore (5.2) is preserved under bounded pointwise 

limits. Moreover, (5.2) holds for <f)(s,x,X2) = E/Li tpi(s,x)Si(X2) for bounded measur

able St and 0/ G C?([0, t] x Rd) by the above. Now pass to the bounded pointwise closure 

of this class of functions to complete the proof. • 

LEMMA 5.2. The integral J l(\x — y\ < \)\x — y\ 2Xs(dx) takes the value oo for 

Xs-a.a. y, \/s > 0, Vm-a.s. 

PROOF. Let h — m(A) denote the Hausdorff /^-measure of A where h(r) = 

r2 log + ( log + ( l / r ) ) . If d = 1 the results is trivial because Xs(dx) — u(s,x)dx for some 

jointly continuous density u. Assume d > 2. Let S(Xt) be the closed support of Xt. Fix UJ 

outside a Pm-null set such that S{Xt) is compact Vr > 0, and 

(5.6) Xt(A) > c(d)h - m{A H S(Xt)), VA E S(R J) , Vf > 0 
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(see Perkins (1989, Theorems 1 and 2) and Dawson-Iscoe-Perkins (1989, Theorem 1.2)). 
Assume now the desired conclusion fails for UJ as above and some s > 0. Since S(XS) is 
compact this means 

Xs([y : J\x-y\~2Xs(dx) < oo)) > 0 

and therefore for large enough N, XS(AN) > 0 where 

AN=[ye S(XS) :J\x- y\~2Xs{dx) < A ) . 

Therefore 
f f \x-y\-2Xs(dx)Xs(dy)<œ, 

JAN J\N 

and so A^ has positive two-dimensional capacity. By Taylor (1961), this implies x2 — 
ra(A#) = oo. On the other hand 

h - m(AN) = h- m(AN H S(XS)) < c(d)~lXs(AN) < oo 

and this contradicts x2 — m(A^) — oo. • 

THEOREM 5.3. Let d = 4 or 5 and assume m\,m2 G MF(Rd) \ {0} satisfy (5.1). If 
A > 0, (M\i) and (M\i) have no solutions. 

PROOF. Let (X\X2) satisfy (M\L), A > 0. Theorem 2.1 allows us to enlarge our 
probability space so that it supports a super-Brownian motion K1 > X]. Theorem 2.1(d) 
shows that if ZY is the orthogonal martingale measure associated with Y\ then 
(Zr'((/>i),Z2((/>2)), = 0, Vfa e D(A/2). It follows that Yl mdX2 are independent super-
Brownian motions starting at m\ and mi, respectively (see [BEP, Theorem 1.2] or use 
Theorem 1.1 above). Lemma 5.7 of [BEP] with a — 0 and i[) = 1 implies that 

f ff\x\ - x2\
2~-dX2(dx2)L(X\X2)(ds,dxl) < oo, Vr > 0, a.s. 

If 
A(X2) = {(*,*,) : J\xx -x2\

2-dX2
s{dx2) = oo}, 

and we continue to write L(Xl, X2) for the induced random measure on [0, oo) x Rd, then 
the above implies 

(5.7) L(Xl,X2)(A(X2))=0 a.s. 

On the other hand, Lemma 5.2 implies (write l^-(s,x,X2) for \A{X2y(s,x)) 

1°° \Ac(s,x,X2)X2(dx)ds = 0 a.s. 

=> j°° J \A<(s,x,X2)L(Y],X2)(ds,dx) - 0 a.s. (Lemma 5.1) 

^ L(X\X2){A(X2)C) = 0 a.s., 
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the last because L(X\X2) < L(YX ,X2) a.s. (as in the proof of Theorem 4.14). This, 
together with (5.7) implies L(Xl, X2) = 0 a.s. Therefore, (M[L) implies (X1, X2) is a pair 
of independent super-Brownian motions ([BEP, Theorem 1.2]). The fact that L(Xl, X2) = 
0 a.s. contradicts Proposition 5.11 of [BEP], and hence there can be no solution to (M[L). 

Assume now (X\X2) satisfies (M\L). By enlarging our probability space as in The
orem 2.1 we may also assume there is a pair of independent super-Brownian motions 
(Y\ Y2) such that Yl > X1 a.s. Theorem 2.1 (d) shows that (F1 ,X2) satisfies (Mm,,m2) with 
A1 = 0 and A2 = \Lt(X

x, X2). We may therefore apply Lemma 5.7 of [BEP] (with a = 0 
and tp — 1 ) to conclude 

f jj\x{ -x2\
2-dYl(dxx)L(X\X2)(ds,dx2) < oo, Vt > 0, a.s. 

If 

^(F1) = {(s,x2) : j\xx -x2\
2~dY{

s(dx]) = CXD) 

then the above implies 

L(X\X2)(B(Y1)) = 0 a.s. 

On the other hand by applying Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 as in the previous argument one gets 

L(X\X2)(B(Yl)c) = 0 a.s. 

(again we use L(X\X2) < L(Y\ Y2) a.s.). The proof is completed as above. • 

REMARKS 5.4. (a) Although Lt{X\X2) exists if (X1,*2) <E M{mum2) and d < 5, 
the above result shows that the uniform convergence result, Lemma 3.4, must fail for 
d > 3. If it held, then the proof of Theorem 3.6 would produce solutions to (MXL) (and 
MX

XI), contradicting the above result. 
(b) Note that (5.1) is needed to ensure that L,(X*,X2) exists ([BEP, Theorem 5.9]) and 

hence (Ml
XL) and (MAL) make sense. 

(c) The rather slick argument above hides the intuitive reason for the non-existence 
of solutions for d > 3: the only collisions that occur are between particles whose family 
trees will die out in an infinitesimal time due to the critical branching. Hence killing off 
some of these particles has no effect on the population. 

Appendix: superprocesses for non-conservative Markov processes. In this ap
pendix we prove existence and uniqueness to the standard martingale problem for super-
processes when the underlying Markov process is not conservative. In all the references 
we know of, the underlying semigroup is assumed to satisfy Pt\ — 1. If the underly
ing process W is killed by the CAF At = Jg b(Ws) ds (b > 0 bounded) this effectively 
introduces an emigration term and is standard. We are interested in CAF's with more sin
gular Revuz measures. We make no attempt at maximal generally because we are only 
interested in a fairly particular case. 
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Let W = (D, 2), Dr+, 9t, Wh Py) be the canonical realization of a Feller process on a 
locally compact state space E and with semigroup Pt on Q(£). Let Ar be a CAF for W 
and define a sub-Markov semigroup {P, : t > 0} on Q(£) by 

We assume 

(A. 1) {Pt : f > 0} is a Feller (i.e. strongly continuous) semigroup on Q(£). 

If £A = £ U {A} (A is added as a discrete point) and e is an independent exponential 
time, then 

- \Wt if A <e 
Wt=\A ifAt>e 

is a strong Markov process with semigroup Pt. Here Pt is extended trivially to a semi
group on CA(EA) = {f e C((EA) : /(A) = 0}. Finally, we introduce the semigroup 
{Pf : t > 0} on Cf(EA) given by 

Pff(x) = PJ(x) + Px(l- eA')f(A). 

Thus {PA : r > 0} is the semigroup of the strong Markov process WA which is Wt but 
now viewed as an £A-valued process with A a trap. It is easy to see that (A. 1 ) implies WA 

is an EA-\d\x\t<\ Feller process. Let G and GA denote the strong infinitésimal generators 
of Pt and Pf, respectively. We consider D(G) as a subset of CA(EA) and D(GA) C C?(EA). 

Let X = (HA,^A,^A,X„(Pm)meMF(EA)) be the canonical realization of the WA-
superprocess on QA = C([0, oo),Af/r(ZsA)) with its Borel cr-field (JrA and canonical right-
continuous filtration (J-A). The process X is a Feller process (Dynkin 1989, Section 8)) 
and Pm is the unique law on £lA satisfying the following martingale problem (which we 
label as (MA)): 

Xo = m, Pm-a.s., 

Xt(4>) = Xo(0) + Z,(0) + jf X,(GA(/>) ds, 

Vf > 0, Pw-a.s., V0 G D(GA); where Z,(</>) is a continuous (^A)-martingale under Pm 

such that 

(Z(<£)), = j f x 5 ( < £ 2 ^ 

Vf > 0, Pm-a.s. (see Ethier-Kurtz (1986, Section 9.4)). 
If fi G MF(EA) let / / denote the restriction of \i to the Borel sets in E. We call X\ (un

der Pm) the W-superprocess starting at rri'. The next theorem gives a natural martingale 
characterization of the law of this process on Ù = C([0,oo),MF(£)). LetX,(a;) = a;(f) 
denote the coordinate variables on Ù with its Borel a-field ^ and natural right continuous 
filtration (J,). 
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THEOREM A. 1. For all m G MF(E) there is a unique law ¥m on (Q, J) that solves 
the following martingale problem (M): 

Xo = ra, Pm-a.s., 

U<t>) = Xo(4>) + Ut) + Jl U6<j>) ds, 

\/t > 0, V</> G D(G); where Zt(<j>) is a continuous (^-martingale under Pm such that 

(Z)t = £xs(<l>2)ds, 

Vr > 0, Pm-a.s. 

Moreover X = (Q, ?, %XU (P)meMF(£)) is an Mf(E)-valued diffusion and 

(A. 2) Pm(-) = ?m{Xr G •)• 

PROOF. If 0 G D{G) C CA(EA), then Pf(f> = Pt<j> and therefore 0 G D(GA) and 
GA(j) = Gcj). It is now clear from (MA) that Pm given by (A.2) is a solution of (M). 

Turning to uniqueness, let Pm be a solution of (M). If i/;f(jc) = JQ PsHx)ds/c, then 
Ethier-Kurtz (1986, Proposition 1.1.5 (a)) shows that ipe G £>(G) and 

G^fW = ( / U t o - l)e_ 1 lE(x) = Px{e~A( - \)e~] \E(x) = -gf(x). 

Clearly ipe —> 1 uniformly on E as e j 0 by strong continuity. As usual, Z extends to an 
orthogonal martingale measure {Zt(ip) : ip G /?*£} under Pm. By Doob's inequality, 

s u p | Z , « O - Z , ( l ) | - ^ 0 a s e I 0 , 
t<T 

and clearly Xt(ijj() —> X,(l), Vr > 0, Pm-a.s. Put <j> = \jj€ in (M) and let 6 i 0 to see that 
for some en [ 0, 

(A. 3) / Xs(g(n) ds —> Cr, Vf > 0, Pm-a.s. as n —• oo 

where Cr = m(l) + Z,(l) — Xt(\) is a.s. a continuous non-decreasing process. Now en
large our probability space, to (Û, Jr, ft, P) say, so that it supports an independent (ft)-
Brownian motion Bt. Let St be the pathwise unique solution of 

St = fQyfadBu + Ct 

(Barlow-Perkins (1983, Theorem 3.2)). Let Xt=Xt + StèA G MF(EA). If <j> G D(GA) and 
4>(x) = 4>(x)\E(x), then Ethier-Kurtz (1986, Proposition 1.1.5(a)) implies 

Mx)= £ps4>(x)dx/eeD(G) 
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and 

G4>( = (P(4>(x)-4>(x))/e 

(A. 4) = (P^(x)-^(x))/e-Px(\-e-A^(A)e-llE(x) 

= GA^(x) - g€(x)<KA), 

where G^ecb(x) —> GA4>(x) uniformly on EA as e [ 0. Let çbe extend c/>6 to EA by </>e(A) = 
<j>(A). Combining (M) with (j) = 4>e and (A.4) gives 

* , (&)= X,(&) + S,0(A) 

= m{<j>€) + Z,(06) + 0(A) jf y/S~udB(u) 

+ fQXs(G^<j>)ds - 0(A) j£ *,(&) * + 0(A)Q, 

Mt > 0, P-a.s.. Note that </>e —> 0 and 0e —• 0 uniformly on £A and £, respectively. Now 
let e = ew j . 0 in the above and use (A.3) to conclude 

Xt((j)) = m(0) +Z,(0)+ fxs(G
A()))ds, 

where Z,(0) = Zr(0) + 0(A) Jg y/%dBu is a continuous (^)-martingale such that 

(Z(0))r = J'Xui^du, V; > 0, P-a.s. 

Comparing this with (MA) we get P(X G •) = Pm(-). This in turn implies Pm(-) = Pm(Xr G 
•) because Xt = (X,)r in the above. Hence Pm is unique. 

The strong Markov property of X is a standard consequence of the uniqueness in (M) 
{e.g. see the proof of Theorem 2.5). The Borel measurability of m \—> Pm is clear from 
t h a t o f r a ^ P m . • 
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